


Holier Than How?

This garden of putridity, 
A swamp in the aridity 
Of desert waste;
This slough of gross morbidity:
A softness in solidity 
Amounting to liquidity 
Is Marty’s taste.
This flower of squalidity
Shows Cantorish avidity
For things unchaste
Disgraced
Debased
And generally tending to a 

truly fan degree of 
Cantoridity.

— Barbara Tennison
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CHICON PARTY TIME: .
Baring any last minute emergencies, I intend to attend CHICON (from Wednesday 

through Monday). I will be spending a lot of time in the Fanzine Room (if3 that is, 
Chicon has something like that). I hope to see many of you there. I also hope to see 
many of you at the gourmet jelly bean party that I intend to hold in my hotel room (at 
the Hyatt - ask for my room number at the desk) on Thursday night.

This fanzine supports: Marty Cantor for DUFF in '853 Los Angeles in '843 Melbourne in r853 
Loscon 9 after Thanksgiving this year, Kev Smith for TAFF right 
NOW.

WHY YOU RECEIVED THIS:

X We trade.
'__Would you like to trade?
_ You locced/contributed.
%I would like for you to loc/contribute.
_Again.
_ Your contribution is being held for a further issue.
_ You subscribe.
_Your subscription has run out. Please resubscribe if you want any further issues. 
_ If you respond to this issue I will send you the next one.
__Your fanzine has been reviewed in this issue. You have the right of reply.

It has been so long since I have heard from you that I will have to stop sending HTT 
to you if you do not Do Something soon.

_ Editorial .whim/wher.
_ Editorial typo.
-Fill in the line of your choice.

_ This fanzine might be of interest to you.

Remember: to continue receiving HTT you must Do Something at least ONCE a year.
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holier than thou thirteen \.
Edited and Published by Marty Cantor Trades and anything larger than letter
5263 Riverton Ave., Apt. #1 size mail should be sent to: Marty
North Hollywood, CA 91601, U.S.A. Cantor c/o The Smokers' Den, 117 W.
Tel. (213) YU LACK 1 Wilson Ave., Glendale, CA 91203, U.S.A.

Hoo Hah Publication No. 297- A Production of the Foot-In-Mouth Press. Published in May, 
1982. Electro-stencilling by the LASFS Gestetner ^55- HTT is pubbed thrice yearly and 
is available for the usual or $1.50 US per issue (S/^U.OO US). Also available for 3 
international reply coupons per issue (17 int. reply coupons/3 issues). Australian agent 
is Ken Ozanne, h2 Meek's Crescent, Faulconbridge, NSW 2776, Australia. A$1.50 per issue, 
(3/A$H.OO) to Ken.

Leslie David onee wrote a sine on my old typer. Arthur Hlavaty said that he 
would recognise that typeface anywhere and she needn’t have said which typer she had 
used. I just retired the old typer 3 having purchased (as you can see) a factory recondi
tioned. Selectric I. In my LASFAPAzine I wrote that I hoped that people would recognise 
me in new typefaces. Arthur replied., "You're overly modest. With any typer3 the pu
tridity., hostility 3 S general offensiveness of your comments would be easily recognizable 
(the curious word order not to mention)". He is probably correct.
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Schweitzer

THE WORK OF THAT 
MOST FIENDISH OF ALL

"Some of these Holmes cartoons have 
been published before,, at least two in 
AGE OF THE UNICORN, which was a half 
mystery-oriented ad/collectors 's zine. 
I was trading cartoons for free ad spaces 
the only time I've gotten a. monetary re
ward for my graphic atrocities. This of 
course had a limited and specialised 
circulation. The "earmarks” one was in 
the last PROCRASTINATION., but for reasons 
not yet determined^ reproduced very 
poorly. The "secret handshake" one has 
been used as a cover for FANTASY ROTA
TOR, the official zine of the Cult, an 
exclusive APA limited to 13 members and 
some waitlisters. Maybe 25 people have 
seen it. The other two are new. This 
is the first time that the whole series 
has been collected. "





/ You but you do Kat

Yes^ W?atso^) thif is the veRy 
LNStRUNieMt used by these 
cultists to Re wove the





JJ-i L S9999J 9J JJ-iL

~LWJ79SJO TLA33N
OR; THE ACRE OF ORGASM, WHICH HAS ALSO BEEN CALLED TRE LAND OF LECHERY, WRITTEN IN 
PROSE AND WORSE BY WILLIAM MORASS

oy aarre Schweitzer
"The Tale of the Tarnished Plain is, to my knowledge, the only William Morris parody in 

English. (Or in existence. Only in non-existence do they parody Morris m languages other 
than English.) It is an example of putridity from my callow youth, which now, in my callow 
laSthood, sems to hold up fairly veil. It was written around 1971 at the (inadvertent) 
behest of Donald G. Keller, a noted Baltimorean fanzine publisher and fantasy fan of th 
period. (He is now a less noted and less active fantasy fan of the Seattle area.)

"I should put the whole thing in context. The novel.of which this is a.parody, The 
Story of the Glittering Plain, is arguably the first imaginary land fantasy in English. 
It was published in 1891, which is before The Wood Beyond The World (189U), which is often 
cited as the first. . ,

"It is also not very good. In fact the plot logic of my version makes more sense, 
pq-neciallv in regards to character motivations.

"In 1971 you must recall, we didn't have a fantasy genre the way we do today. There 
were few contemporary fantasy novels, and certainly no mass-produced pulp ones like those 
brought out by most paperback publishers several times a month. There was the Ballan 
AdS Fantasy series, about which Keller was notably enthusiastic. Most fantasy novels were 
classics, and High Literary classics at that. To use an example from poetry, it was the 
difference between The Fairie Queene and Rod McKuen. .

"Anyway at this time The Glittering Plain had been out of print since about 1910 
(Newcastle reprinted it a few years later), and it was one of those esoteric gems only a few 
connoiseurs knew about. Keller was of the opinion it was perhaps the most beautiful nove 

111 ^"At this point I got an evil gleam in my eye, and he, knowing that I wrote parodies, 

sa'Ld’„I°^ad Being the barbarian I was/am, I could not resist profaning the.allegedly 
most beautiful novel in literature. My particular triumph was that Keller published t e 
result as a supplement to his otherwise very serious (and romantic and beautiful) .anzine 
HOLWE BOND (not a typo; it's Middle English for Hollow Land.) in 1973. ^It is co|^ra|s ' 
1973 by me. About 100 copies were printed. Arguably this is my first book . y
first separate publication. The original was gracefully illuminated and lettered to 1 
like a medieval manuscript." „_Darrell Schweitzer

/*/ Which is not exactly like it will be handled in this. fanzine. /*/
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(translated from the Kelmscottish by Darrell Schweitzer)

Chapter ye Firste: Horrendous News Cometh Unto The Hall of the House of Grunt

Hedgehog, a fair muscle-bound blond-haired Aryan hero of the House of Grunt, sat in 
front of the great hall one day whittling a telephone pole down to a toothpick, as he did 
°j/en &ccordin8 to his wont (though why he wonted to nobody ever did figure out) when lo! 
here came to him the sound of the galloping of many hoofs and quite a few horses whereon 

rode handmaidens, footmaidens, and other body servants of a more euphemistic nature, all 
of whom belonged to his True Love, and with a great and hearty shout of "Whoa! Whoa! Whoa 
oy. Danged hoss! they all came to a stop before him, nearly smothering him in the cloud 

oi havings and the sawdust therefrom, and when it had Fettled he beheld before him the 
eader of them, a fair and beauteous maiden of her own right (and fun in bed too, for thus 

Hedge knew from certain escapades not included in this story) who was now greatly dis
raught with rent garments (and the rent now being overdue, she was naked) and half the 

curlers missing from her hair. She leapt down and cried out piteously whilst gagging on the 
wood siiHvmgs °

0 mighty warrior, woe and horror is upon us all, and more woeful and horrible and 
downright nasty is the news we bring unto you, a heavy burden which the author says we 
must bare personally I disapprove of unclad burdens — so here goes: They Who Come Over 
The Sea To Steal Maidens And Set Heroes Of On Long Drawn-Out Quests did storm down upon us 
as we played by the shore and they beaned thy true love, the fair She Who Is To Be Kid
napped In Order To Get The Show On The Road, over the head with a trick concrete beach
ball and grabbed her roughly by the bikini strap and carried her to their boat, and with 
a great roar of their outboard motor they were away to some place beyond the sea, where 
no doubt thy True Love doth now languish in hopeless bondage, waiting for thee to come 
and rescue her."

He 
burning 

"0

"Is that a hint?" the fair hero of few words (indeed, for he had a vocabulary of but 
35 words, all of them monosyllables) spake at last. "I guess I should get on with it." 

strode away mightily, but when he was out of earshot he no longer could hold his 
passion within his breast, and he cried out cornily in a loud voice:
woe! 0 distress! Alas! My fair SWITBKIOTGTSOTR is taken from me, and surely I

My GURU 
WAS RIGHT?

EVWTHWG
/ IS CLEARER

THIS WAZL 



shall die if I do not find her, for she said I could ball her on our second date and now 
there might be another time! 0 woe!"

Chapter ye Seconds: Yet Mere Horrendous News Cometh Unto The Hall of The House of Grunt

Now it came to pass that this mightily-thewed and mightily upset hero was not able to 
write to his Playboy Advisor for help in relieving his frustrations, so he was forced to 
take the matter into his own hands. And after he had done that he put the matter away and 
set out to search for his beloved you know what her name is. But alas and woe, when he came 
to the dock of the Grunts, he found that his swift dragon-prowed longship wasn’t about to 
go anywhere, because the town pervert, who was fascinated by all sorts of seres, had stollen 
his propellor. Then the disheartened and not very bright (it had never occurred to him 
that the sail might be good for something) Hedgehog sat down and wept, saying, "0 author 
who art writing this mess, you get me out of this one. ’Tis still early in the tale and it 
wouldn't do for me to get bogged down here."

Then lo! just as he had finished speaking there came along a weird-looking little fat 
guy in a rowboat who said unto him:

"Hi there! I'm There's A Sucker Born Every Minute — you can call me Suck for short — 
and I'm here to take thee unto the Isle of Kidnapped Maidens, because we may very well have 
something you're looking for there."

Whereat Hedge jumped into the boat and they rowed away, Hedge not wondering even once 
why he so trusted this representative of that foul-smelling, unmentionable, woman-stealing, 
piratical, cut-throat horde who had made off with You Know Who. However, heroes have to be 
pretty dense or else they wouldn't do the sort of things that made a narrative interesting, 
so it was only fitting.

Chapter ye Thirde: Of How Hedgehog and Suck Sailed Over The Sea And At Last Came
Unto The Isle of Kidnapped Maidens

They rowed a lot. It was very tiring. Not to mention hot and sweaty. After a time 
they got to smelling pretty ripe. After a great deal more time they got to the island.

"It's about time," quoth Hedge redundantly.

Chapter ye Fourths: Hat Anybody Seen My Gal?

The King of the Isle was as strangely and suspiciously friendly t,o the dull-witted 
Hedge as was Suck, and even though his people and those of the House of Grunt were here
ditary enemies and fond of stealing maidens and massacring one another, he got along with 
Hedge quite well. Perhaps this was due to Hedge's natural charm, or to the fact that the 
King, foul and depraved as he was, was a kind of nice guy once you got to know him, or to 
what they did together behind closed doors, but anyhow a great feast was held and they 
gorged themselves and thereafter happened the one vaguely hostile event that occurred 
during Hedge's stay on the island. It happened that the food served did make Hedge's innards 
exceedingly wroth and all night he was forced to barracade himself into that little shack 
beyond the castle whereon was carved the sign of the crescent moon, and there in that place 
of refuge did he loudly proclaim the name of his clan to all the people of the island. 
And those who had more sensitive noses complained unto the King about the smell, but the 
King, who would not have his new friend so insulted, ordered their noses cut off, and lo! 
everyone proclaimed the wonder of this solution and praised the King for his wisdom, which 
was surely like unto Solomon's. And so great was this new found friendship between the 
two that the cook who had produced the offending pie (it was ground-glass rhubarb, a 
delicacy of the isle, traditionally served to unpopular foreigners.) was at the King's 
sord made into sausage and served along with the bacon and eggs the next morning at break
fast, and Hedge remarked how verily this repast was far better than the previous one.

Then finally, after Hedge had wined and dined and had a few rounds with the court 
whores, this heart-rent lover got around to asking the King for news of his girlfriend,
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and he and his new friend went through the entire store of fair maidens in horrendous 
bondage on that isle there, and they tested them all to see if they were indeed worthy 
oi a hero s questing, and only once or twice did they trip over the porno writers taking 
notes. But alas, it turned out that SWITBKIOTGTSOTR was not among them, and Hedge, wracked 
with grief, not to mention exhaustion (five hundred of 'em!), wailed unto his friendlv 
enemy: J

"0 it paineth me, dear friend and ancient foe of my people, and raper of our women 
and the person who no doubt engineered the abduction of my fair broad, that my heart and my 
tory^?e direct me elsewhere and I must leave this place and continue on my quest."

Fine and dandy," quoth the other. "This kind of thing usually happens in these 
romances, for if the hero found the heroine on the first try it would be a mighty short 
ook, so off you must goeth. And may I recommend for no logical reason that you seek 

your lost one in the distant and fabled land of the Tarnished Plain, which lies far be- 
orgasm?" unknown sea’ where People live forever in life and vigor and almost perpetual

In sooth, that sounds like a good place to look," spake Hedge.

Chapter ye Fifthe' How Hedgehog Sailed Again After His Beloved

Read ch. 3. It was very much 
still back at the Isle, engaged in 
off on wild and stupid quests.

like that, only Suck didn't come along. He was no doubt 
whatever he did when he wasn't luring separated lovers

Chapter ye Sixthe: He Cometh Unto 
The Land of The Tarnished Plain And 
There He Meeteth A Maiden In The 
Woods And He Fucketh Her

The place lived up to its 
name, Hedge had to admit. 
First there was this luscious 
blonde who was as believable 
as the one that got away in 
the average fish story, and 
then the redhead with the 
freckles and watermelon 
tits who really knew her 
stuff, and ...

And after this busi
ness was concluded, it 
occurred to Hedge that he 
might seek after his fair 
love again, so he went to 
the hall of the King of 
that country and, brea
king up the sunrise orgy, 
he asked of him where he 
might find his lost 
SWITBKINOTGSOTR among 
the friendly and remark
ably endowed maidens of 
that land, but the King 
replied unto him:

"Why dost thou 
wasteth thy time on this 
one, when there be so many 

EAQM THE SEA... SOME MORE 
RECENTLY THAH OTHERS. "



others around here? Trully this place is a paradise and it is they that maketh it that 
way, so come and join us and your cares will leave you, and whoever this broad is that thou 
art seeking will be forgotten anon."

But Hedge said mournfully back unto him:
"0 King, thou dost not seem to understand the nature of us heroes, who are compelled 

oft to do foolish and seemingly dub-ass romantic things for Higher Causes, and it also is 
up to us to make ramances like this one more interesting, albeit less plausible. Besides 
that, the author doth write it this way and I can't help myself."

"Too bad," quoth the King, "But do sticketh around a bit and enjoy it while you can."

Chapter ye Seventhe: Yet Still The Loyal Hedge True To His Heart Doth Seek His 
Beloved Whatever Her Name Is

In the company of a couple dozen of the fairest maidens in all the land the faithful 
Hedge did wander over the fields and valleys and hills and forests of the Tarnished Plain, 
but nowhere did he espy his True Love. Still, to console himself and to keep the girls from 
getting bored, often they did stop among the beautiful trees and brooks and grasses, and 
they made much hay, and after they were done they spread out the hay they had made and made 
babies upon it. And they brought along a picnic basket given unto them by the King, wherein 
were included, in addition to the usual run of goodies, certain trouble-preventing devices 
such as fig-leaf prophylactics of which Hedge paid no heed. And once when all the maidens 
were asleep after a particularly strenuous session, Hedgehog of Grunt wandered off into 
the woods and there he came upon a most beauteous maiden, far more glorious than any of the 
others, and she sat upon a stone with a great book in her lap, a volume finely bound with 
golden clasps and pearls laid into the cover and lots of dirty pictures inside. And she 
paged through it and was heard to moan, "0 why is it that I am doomed to Ifok at pictures? 
Surely there's more to life in this Earthly Paradise than this."

Verily, there is babe, quoth Hedge, stepping forth from his place of concealmerit in 
the underbrush. "I'll show thee what it's all about."

Chapter ye Eighths: Hedge Leaveth The Tarnished Plain Suddenly Dut To Embarrassing 
Circumstances Wrought By A Bit Of Carelessness In The Preceding Chapter

Eight months passed, and the heart-broken lover drowned his sorrows in the pleasures 
of the land of the Lecherous, and he searched far and wide for his beloved SWITBKIOTGTSOTR 
on alternate Teusdays, but finally his days of abiding there came to an abrupt and unfor
tunate end.

For lo! it turned out that the very same beauteous maiden whom Hedge had educated in 
the woods was none other than the King's formerly virgin daughter, and now she was beginning 
to swell visibly, and her father in his rage swore that Hedge would be the first eunuch ever 
to be driven out to perish miserably in the desert that lay beyond the Tarnished Plain. 
Truly now did the hero wish that the princess had stuck to her picture books, or that he'd 
remembered what was in the picnic basket, or both. Anyway, he had to leave the place 
post haste.

Chapter ye Ninths: He Cometh Again To The Isle of Kidnapped Maidens

As he drew nigh the isle Hedge, ever vigilant (especially when it came to scantily-clad 
maiden-flesh) spied none other than his own fair True Love, you know who, playing on the 
beach with none other than the dirty ol& King who had been so suspiciously friendly and 
eager to help our hero get off the island and onto his quest. This time the beachball wasn't 
made of concrete.

"Hey, what the hell is this?" quoth Hedge, stepping ashore.
. "Well, uh... you see'' quoth the King of the Isle of Kidnapped Maidens, looking sheep
ishly at the latest addition to his collection. "It was all a joke. That's all __ a
practical joke. We thought we'd swipe your girl so we could send you on a runaround for a
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year or so Just for the hell of it. We don't want any ransom or anything like that, and 
as a matter of fact you can have her back right now if you like. The folk of this land 
have a weird sense of humor, you see, and we thought it would be quite a gas to send you 
off on a quest for nearly the length of this book. It was funny, wasn’t it? Well? Don’t 
you agree?"

Whereat Hedge drew forth from his scabbard his great long sword and deftly lopped the 
King’s head off.

"No," quoth he.

Chapter ye Tenths: It Endeth At Last

Then SWITBKIOTGTSOTR fell down on her knees and wept, saying: ”0 lover for whom I 
have longed these many months! 0 hero beyond heroes, when I was first brought here by 
these foul-smelling, lice-covered, despicable slobs, I thought I would die for want of you. 

wouldn't eat or sleep and pined away in my cell gazing over the sea, my every breath 
whispering a prayer for your coming."

"I’m touched," spake Hedge. "Really."
"HOWEVER! After I waited and waited and thou took thy grand fuckin’ time gettin' 

here, I gave in and compromised my virtue to a particularly horny Jailer, and after that 
I moved freely among the people of this isle and found they weren't such a bad lot after 
all. At least it was more interesting that way, rather than wearin’ out my ass waitin' for 
ya. And Kmgy here and I got along fine — he balled me a hell- va lot better than you ever 
could have, and then you come along and do that —"

She indicated the gory mess that now stained the fair sands of that fair isle.
"Gee, if I’d known.
"How the hell could you have known. WHAT THE FUCK TOOK YOU SO LONG? It’s only three 

miles from here to the Tarnished Plain and another two back home. THAT took thee a whole 
year? 0 cometh on now..."

Whereat Suck walked up and whispered unto Hedgehog of the House of Grunt:
Thinkest thou that it might be a good idea to abandon this bitch and all others like 

her? Let us adjourn to my chambers and we'll —"
They did, and Hedge was never the same afterwards.

Here Ends The Tale of The Tarnished Plain And The Halls of The Horny, and Hedge and 
Suck Lived Happily and Gaily Ever After.

---- Darrell Schweitzer

WiT“H SEX . Thfm
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MORE BAD TASTE JOKES

contributed BY
ROBERT WHITAKER

Have you heard of Ku Klux 
Knieval? He wants to jump 
over twenty blacks with a 
steam roller.

Have you heard what they 
call a sniper in Belfast? 
Father.

What did the Irishman give 
his son for his birthday? Toy 
potatoes.

I All
CcxWT
DREKULA •

V|OST
OfSGOSTIN6
VAMPIRE 
EVER. '

r attack
PeoPZrS corrti 
HEMORf}Oll>S.

What did the Irishman give his son for 
Christmas? A Lord Mountbatten Picture 
Puzzle.

What's hairy and howls at the sun? A Polish werewolf.

What stands in front of a mirror and combs its hair all night? A Polish Vampire.

What do gay vampires suck? Each other.

There was a Polack who got sunburned and had hemmerhoids in the same day. He thought that 
he was melting.

What has an IQ of 5? A gross of Star Trek fans.

What is an Easter kit? A set of two boards, three nails and one Jew.

What is Jewish and delivers eggs? The Easter Rabbi.

There was a typo which pulled copies of THE COMING OF CONAN. They left the C out of 
Conan.

Why did the chicken cross the road? He was giving it the last rites.

—Robert Whitaker

/*/ If my readers keep contributing this kind of disgusting stuff3 I am putrid enough 
to keep pubbing it. /*/ ■
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Dr. Grammatico was worried. It showed in the way his eyes flitted from window to 
door to window. It showed in the way his feet twitched as though anxious to be going 
somewhere - anywhere. It showed in the pile of confetti which had, ten minutes earlier, 
been a printout of the New Ghetto City Fan Directory. One glance at the Interstallar Mail 
Detector was enough to indicate the cause of his concern.

The I.M.D. was one of the triumphs of modern fannish science. From various subtle 
hints, such as the quality of the alcoholic fumes emanating from the luxurious offices of 
the Interstellar Postal Service, the device could extrapolate the locations of all pieces 
of mail bound for the planet Beiltro. Right now it was registering an unvelievably huge 
mass of mail sweeping in from a glactic sector previously thought to be thoroughly mundane. 
Grammatico had checked and cross-checked, but the device was working perfectly. It had 
clearly graphed the progress of the morning crudzine from Selyts which even now graced the 
bottom of his computer cat's dump tray. This wave of mail was real, and Grammatico was 
worried.

The desk mimeo clicked 
ATTENTION GRAMMATICO -

and fed out an elaborately mimeographed memoradum. 
Have you noted the mailstorm in the Nagaer Sector? Assign the
closest ship in that sector to investigate. Double plus top 
priority.

SMOF REGA
Grammatico swore under his breath, and punched a data request into his ML 770 

computer. He already knew, deep in his heart of hearts, which ship was assigned to that 
sector. It had been placed there because that had seemed to be the one place where its 
crew couldn’t do any damage to delicate fannish diplomatic situations. He knew which ship 
it was, but part of him prayed that the computer would prove him wrong.

«%****»-x*s«

The Interstellar Cruiser 
Whiteout was ten light-years out of 
Mharf, at the very rim of the known 
Fanosphere, when the message arrived. 
At the helm Kommander Pelikan had 
been reflecting on his ship's task - 
to erase any traces of heresy from 
the Rim Worlds. It was a slow and 
methodical Job, but many planets 
had had their albedoes substantially 
increased by the work of O.P.A. ships. 
Indeed, the Whiteout herself had 
been involved in wiping out a colony 
of spelling reform heretics on the 
planet Yasdnil. The fact that she'd 
accidentally wiped out the planet's
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major mimeo factory in the process 
was the reason that she'd since been 
stuck in this ghod-forsaken corner 
of the Fanosphere, patrolling vast 
dreary tracts of space on the edge of 
the stellar mainstream with nary a 
fannish outpost for parsecs. The 
crew were fed up and had been press
uring him to apply for a few months 
R&R on Izzulot, the closest of the 
Convention Planets. Pelikan hadn't 
had the heart to tell them that his 
last five such requests had been 
turned down flat.

The mimeo that had been passed 
to him from communications wasn't 
going to improve the situation at all. 
It directed the ship even further 
into the mainstream to investigate an 
unidentified mail source. Pelikan 
was not going to allow an opportunity 
like this to pass unmarked.

"First Officer Ghudrite," he 
snapped. "Have the following message 
passed to Fan Central.:- PELIKAN TO 
CENTRAL - Will Comply, provided that 
completion of the assignment is 
followed by R&R on Izzulot or Annah. 
Otherwise stuff it. - MESSAGE ENDS." 

No one was more shocked than
Pelikan when the reply from Fan 
Central was an acceptance of his 
conditions rather than a court mar
shall .summons. They must be worried 
thought the Kommander, and he relayed 
the spacial co-ordinates to the 
jump controller.

As the ship emerged from jump space, Pelikan spat out a very short and very rude 
word. The quantity of mail on the scanners could only mean one thing. His idiot navigator 
had somehow misprogrammed the jump computoer, and they had emerged near Eipsillig, the most 
mail-rich planet in the Fanosphere. However, as he looked more closely, his eyes began to 
boggle. There wasn't a planet in parsecs, and this was certainly no mail-holding pattern. 
This was a mailstorm - thousands upon thousands of billions of items, all of them heading 
in the one direction - towards Beiltro. The flood stretched to each end of his scanner 
screen, and showed no signs of thinning out. If this lot hit Beiltro, the planet would be 
snowed under for years. In fact he doubted that anyone would be able to find so small an 
object as a planet under this weight of mail. Something had to be done, but first they 
needed more information. ■

’’Ghudrite," he said. "Take Sergeant Phanart and a pinnace and see if you can grab 
a few samples from that mailstorm. Don't attempt to examine them yourselves. We'll set 
up the lab for that."

"Aye aye sir," replied Ghudrite, with a precision that hinted at his family's long 
and distinguished military history.
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Ghudrite was staggered by the view. Having dropped from the Whiteout in the pinnace, 
he d brought the small craft to within metres of the mailstorm, and it was almost as though 
he was driving his hovercar along the New Ghetto Freeway. This though was no freeway. To 
the limits of his vision there stretched a vast panorama of mail. Here and there some gra
vitational quirk had flung up parcel mountains, or dredged postcard seas into which had 
flowed billions of flimsy blue aerogrammes. The pinnace passed over luxuriant jungles 
of.registered letters, and desolate wastes of fourth class drek. There was, though, some
thing terribly wrong. A mail-storm of this size should exert a gravitational force equi
valent to that of Ellenruop or one of the other gas giants, yet the pinnace was handling 
as though it was still in free space. He put a call across to the Whiteout.

"Kommander, have you got a gravitational reading on the mass yet? Something seems 
very wrong here."

. It s funny you should mention that, Ghudrite. I’ve just had a report from the 
Science Officer. It seems that the mass of the mail is very light-weight stuff. There's not 
enough substance there to exert any real gravitational attraction. We’re not quite sure 
what that means, so take it carefully. Get samples from as many different areas as you can 
and then get back here pronto."

The First Officer needed no further prompting. He and Phanart swung the mail sampler 
into action, and quickly filled the special lead lined sample boxes in the sample bay. 
Their return to the ship was accomplished without incident.

•X-X-X-X-X-X--X--X-X-X-*

r Ghudrite and Pelikan were in the bridge room when the first analyses came through.
The information had them dropping their hands and scurrying to the lab where Science Officer 
Hartley briefed them.

Well sir, we've established one thing already. The zhipchodes on those pieces bear 
no resemblance to any we've encountered before. They're from a long way out. We can also 
tell, from various folds, spindlings and mutilations, that this mailstorm has been re-di
rected on several occasions. Using computerised re-constructions of the flight path, we've 
calculated that the storm was originally aimed at the planet Beiltro, but at where it was 
five hundred years ago. The re-directions have merely kept it in line with Beiltro's 
present location."

Mighty Roscoe!" cried Pelikan. "That means that this stuff must have 
in response to zines that we ourselves launched a thousand years ago. . . .."

But sir, that was right at the beginning of our fannish developement. 
reproductions of some of those early zines. They were pretty damn cruddy. 
imagine how they were received out there."

been sent out

I've seen 
I'd hate to

"You don't have to imagine, Ghudrite," said Hartley. "We’ve got it right there. A 
piece of real fan history - LoCs, trades, artwork and articles launched five hundred years 
ago in response to probes that we went a millenium ago. What a wealth of yesterdays there 
must be in that little lot."

A wealth,. interjected Pelikan "that could well destroy fandom on Beiltro as we know 
it, and which will certainly destroy any chance that this crew has of getting R&R on 
Izzulot. I suggest we do something about it. Now."

"Right," said Hartley. "We felt that we'd better conduct the detailed examination 
of the material under strictly contamination-free conditions. We've got Science Officer 
Sixth Class Stroker in the isolation tank with some of Ghudrite's samples now. Let's 
see what sort of stuff we've got in there."

. The three of them made their way to the isolation tank, and there, behind the metre 
thick armojrplate glass, was Stroker, in full protective clothing, ready to open one of the 
lead lined mail boxes. Hartley gave the cue to start, and, with more than slight trepi
dation, Stroker opened the box, and took out the space-warped letter.
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"Alright sir. I’m ready to open it now. It’s sealed with badly weathered sticky 
tape, and there would seem to be a small circular metallic object taped to the inside of the 
envelope, along with something else.........Alright. I have the envelope open.....Ghu but they
must have been primitive. There’s some sort of zine in here, but the colour.........It's a
very faint purple... It’s only just readable.... I’ll try, though......... Goshwowoboyoboy-
baveyouseenthosebeaut'ifulpoznt&dearshessosexyi.vonder'ifheandk'Lrkeverhaveitoff... NOS N00- 
000000000!!!’’

The trio outside looked on in horror as Stroker’s figure seemed to blur and waver. 
Klien it returned to solidity it was dressed in an archaic uniform, and carried a lethal 
looking word precessor in a hip-holster. The look rn its face was unlike any that Stroker 
had been known to adopt.

The thing glared at them through the glass, and, with a scream of "Phuck peace—bon
ding! it launched itself at the isolation tank hatch. The hatch leapt from its hinges as 
the heavy boots thundered into it. Ghudrite wasted no time. He reached for the intercom 
and pressed the Red Alert button. Instmtly solid neo-steel barriers siammed down, 
cutting them off from the rest of the ship, and trapping them in the lab with the creature. 
'Very bright," muttered Pelikan sarcastically as the sheet cut off his exit, and shaved 
a millimetre of skin from his outstretched hand. His attention was drawn to the thing 
which had been Stroker. It ignored them totally, and hauled the remaining three sample 
boxes into the room.

Without even straining it ripped the top from each box, and took out the envelopes. 
It looked at them meancingly and said "Good stuff...Read........ ” The three hesitated, but
Stroker’s fingers twitched towards the Remington swinging at its hip. Theyreached for 
the envelopes.

The evil change took place instantly. Hartley shimmered and was replaced by a 
uniformed figure with pointed ears and slanted eyebrows. Pelikan metamorphosed into a tall 
figure clad all in black, with a pronounced speech impediment. Ghudrite became a quixo
tic figure in a floppy hat, with a lengthy trailing scarf. "Well gentlemen," he said.
I think it’s time to enlighten the crew." He drew from voluminous pockets something which 

all, and applied it to the neo-steel shutters whichdidn’t look much like a screwdriver at 
flew open.

Sergeant Phanart was worried. It showed in the way his eyes flitted from neo-steel 
shuttered door to neo-steel shuttered door. It showed in the way his finger twitched on 
the trigger of the one-shot duplicator that he’d aligned on the door most likely to be 
attacked. It showed in the off-yellow puddle spreading slowly from beneath his chair. It 



had been three hours since the strange 
mailstorm contagion had first manifes
ted itself. Now the ship was full of 
strangely costumed figures - drobes 
he’d dubbed them. It wouldn’t be long 
before one of them figured out a way 
to break through the super-dense 
neo-steel shutters with which he'd 
sealed himself into the control room. 
He'd had to face that. Each of the 
drobe's architypes had overcome such 
obstacles in innumerable badly 
plotted films and television episodes. 
Initially he'd hoped that there would 
be dissention between the assorted 
Whos and the little pepper pots, or 
between the Vaders and the Rebels, 
but all of the groups had clearly 
recognised him as the common enemy to 
be eliminated before they got down to 
their personal squabbles.

He squelched his way across to the 
problem into its data banks. The computer spat out its reply - IT IS ILLOGICAL TO FIGHT 
US. He placed the message alongside the others - RESISTANCE IS USELESS - YOU WILL BE 
EXTERMINATED - LET THE WOOKIE WIN. Obviously one of the Spocks had also reached the 
auxiliary computer controls.

But there had to be a way out of this. Idly he riffled through the pile of useless 
computer meesages, and then it struck him. Each of the messages was neatly bordered with 
either strike-outs or dashes. Strike-outs and dashes....slants and hyphens.... SLANTS and 
HYPHENS. That was it. The computer, despite the drobes’ counter-programming had managed 
to get through to him the hint that he needed. SLANT and HYPHEN, two of the truly great 
fannish zines. The only thing that could destroy this terrible contagion was a concentra
ted dose of trufandom.

With bated breath he crossed the control room to the cupboard marked EMERGENCY USE 
ONLY where was kept the ship's copy of THE COMPLETE BOB SHAW. He was going to have to 
work fast. From behind the control room doors he could hear a rasping voice directing 
some sort of operation, and the shutters were starting to glow a pretty shade of red. He 
broke the glass front of the cupboa-d and reached in gingerly to pick out the leather-bound 
copy of BoSh. Now he could face them. He inked up the ship's intercom system, and, with 
fingers crossed fed in the copy of BoSh, a page at a time. Once the last page had been 
completed he sat back. There was nothing he could do but wait.

It took a while, but Phanart noted at last that the red glow had faded from the 
shutter, and from behind it he heard a muffled titter, and then a mighty gale of laughter. 
It was only then that he knew that he was safe, for only trufans laughed. It was the one 
thing that differentiated between them and the drobes. With a sigh of relief, he mopped 
up the mess on the floor, changed into the emergency trousers, and opened the neo-steel 
shutters. Ghudrite and Pelikan fell in through the door, tears streaking their faces. 
Ghudrite was in the middle of a quotation, and Phanart picked out the words "Hungarian 
Ghoulash" before the two of them packed up and fell rolling on the floor.

It was a full ten minutes before either of them had the breath to speak. Finally 
though Pelikan rose to his feet, and, suppressing a giggle, said "Well Phanart, you did 
it. You saved the ship, and, I think we can safely say, the entire planet Beiltro, from the 
mailstorm."

Phanart managed to twist his face into the approved expression of pride and yet 
modesty, and looked from one to the other.
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‘I can understand how I saved the ship sir, but how have I saved the planet?" 
"It's quite simple sargeant," expounded Ghudrite. "The only reason that they 

managed to take over the ship in the first place was that we didn’t realise what we were 
up against. Now that we do know, disposing of that lot will be child's play. Why, I 
don't think a single item in there will have known the touch of Obliterine or Liquid 
Paper. All we need to do is bring in a fleet of O.P.A. ships and we'll go through that 
little lot like a knife through butter."

****»*«**»«

And so it was, three weeks later, that Admiral Pelikan, Kommander Ghudrite and First 
Officer Phanart lay in the massage rooms on the planet Izzulot, watching the television 
screens that showed the mailstorm dissolving under the bombardment of the greatest fleet 
of O.P.A. ships that the Fanosphere had ever seen.

Only back on Beiltro was there a worried face to be found. Dr. Grawnatipn sat with 
an age-yellowed mailing list, and bit his finger nails to the quick as he counted the 
three hundred issues of TANSTAAFL that had been assigned to the furthest reaches of the 
galaxy. Only one of them had precipitated that mailstorm. What might the others bring?

---- Marc Ortlieb
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Many good clubzines are 
being published, merely judging 
by what FILE 770 obtains in 
trade. There are more quality 
clubzines than I could fit into 
a column d'evoted to highlighting 
this aspect of fanpublishing. 
This is remarkable to my way of 
thinking, as I have considered 
clubzines the most challenging, 
and least likely to be rewarded, 
undertakings I've experienced 
as an editor. So in a time when 
other categories of fanzines 
like genzines, personalzines and 
newzines offer a few trignt stars 
distantly followed by their con
temporaries , I marvel at how many 
good things can be said about 
fanzines published on behalf of 
science fiction clubs.

Why the disparity between 
the challenge and rewards of edi
ting a clubzine? Individual club 
members cover the spectrum in what 
they want and will tolerate in their 
club fanzine, and most of them take 
for granted that the zine will be 
competently done to their taste. This 
augers a situation where criticism is 
inevitable and quality work may not be 
recognised by average readers.

The final recipe for a given clubzine depends heavily on the ambition of its editor 
and the expectations of the club, but the following ingredients are often found. (1) A 
short-term calendar of club events. (2) Lists of local conventions. (3) Meeting minutes 
(it) News from mundane, sf publishing and fannish sources, selected for its perceived in
terest to average club members. (5) Feature material varying from reviews of the media,
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fanzines and books, to columns on science, humour and fanpolitics. (6) Acknowledgement 
of letters — sometimes a full-blown lettercolumn.

One virtually never finds the clubzine's editor expressing his personal opinions, 
though, and certainly never about local fans or club politics. Clubzine editors, in 
their wisdom, wish to avoic making that position their last act in the club... Those who 
recall my initial PIED TYPER column will see why I consider that a diminution of the 
rewards of publishing a clubzine — devoting so much work without the right to speak your 
piece can be frustrating.

However, the editors of the following clubzines appear far from frustrated, and their 
enthusiasm for the work can be discerned by the degree of effort exhibited in their zines.

^^I‘^TANT lfSS^GE\ Published by NESFA, Box G, MIT Branch Post Office, Cambridge, MA 
-t 1 (1 ’ . ’. (Availability not published in two issues I had at hand, but Subscribing 
Membership in the club assures your receipt of IM.)

The Clerk of the NESFA, incumbent Claire Graham, publishes IM twice monthly except 
in December. In my.opinion IM is not only the best clubzine around, but can give even the 
’ugo-nominated newzines a.run for their money in the areas it selects to cover. Due to 
NESFA s own strong connexions with pro writers, worldcon committees, and sf artists, IM 
is just as likely to precede LOCUS with certain awards and publishing news as it is likely 
to borrow from LOCUS. Fannish news in IM is fresh, and usually treated with more insight*. 
Obviously, the quality of non-NESFA news reflects the members' own participation in

cover. Due to

matters beyond the local level.
Still,.activities of the NESFA are foremost in prominence in this zine. Minutes of 

iormal meetings, and descriptive commentaries on the Other Meetings, lead off an issue, 
ne regularly featured attendance lists clue outsiders to turnover in the club, and who 

remains active. Schedules of events are published. Claire Graham, like past Clerks, writes 
lucidly and with a personal touch, giving IM a distinctly pleasant personality. That 
personality becomes a saving grace in some issues consumed by financial reports. But most

SaVing’ Particularly when several recent ones have offered installments 
the NESFA Cat Census, one of the most original and amusing article ideas I've seen.

o ^STWIND’- published by the Northwest Science Fiction Society (SWSFS), P.O. Box 21+207 
Seattle, WA 98121+, USA. Subscription is included in club membership costing $7 per year. ’
Monthly.

Whilst I have many complimentary things to say 
about the contents and service of INSTANT MESSAGE, 

a club on the opposite coast publishes unarguably 
the most beautiful of the world's clubzines. 
Editor Elizabeth Warren, with considerable 
production support (judging by the zine's 
masthead), had picked up the torch from past 
WESTWIND editors to continue producing a club
zine which seems to double as a showcase for 
talented fanartists. An offset, letter-sized 
fanzine, WESTWIND begins with a full -page 
cover, coloured ink on complementary coloured 
paper. Tarkas (Randy Hoar) provided the cover 
on the March issue, and biographical notes 
on the inside cover summarize his fanac. This 
issue's interior illustrators include Bill 
Warren, Steve Fox, Shareel Sledge, Alexander 
and Murata. Unfortunately the issue lacked a 

list of credits for the latter, so I can only 
identify them to the extent their signature is le

gible... The strength of Bill Warren as an illus
trator, by which I mean somebody using a more
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naturalistic style to visually explain an idea, 
lets him stamp his imprint on the zine’s appear
ance. Fandom is gifted with many good cartoon
ists , and at the moment, few good illustrators, 
so the range of art WESTWIND contains is an 
ideal difficult for most zines to acheive.

The contents of WESTWIND in general may 
vary, but remaining constantly readable is Jon 
Gustafson’s book review column, "Serpent’s 
Tooth", and constantly fascinating is John G. 
Cramer's "Better Than Fiction", which is a sercon 
exploration of science fictional ideas from the 
perspective of a physicist at the University of 
Washington. Cramer, if he got circulation 
beyond WESTWIND, would strongly contend for a 
fanwriter Hugo nomination. His material compares 
favourably with Asimov, Niven or Pournelle, in 
their roles as popular explainers of science.

NEOLOGY- published by the Edmonton SF & Comic 
Art Society (ESFCAS) , Box 1+071, Edmonton, AB T6E 1+S8, 
Canada. Available for the price of an associate mem
bership (to out-of-towners) $8/year. Also available for 
trade, contributions, letters.

The February ’82 issue, the last for editor Lorna Toolis, 
who thanks Georges Giguere for his aid in layout and production, 
renews ESFCAS' tradition of astonishingly ambitious clubzines. First off, imagine the 
quality of paper in DERG. Add in the colour mimeography of some past F770s (ie, less 
dramatic than DNQ}. Top it off with fairly good art, competent layout, and upwards of 28 
pages to fill — and you've got a club newzine that exceeds the production values of 90% 
of the zines you'd like to name. Why they do it is another question, but it’s sure im
pressive .

Here is a fanzine that is essentially devoted to local activites and interests, 
something that would seem reasonable for a club so geographically remote, but accomplishes 
that without any air of insularity. Far from it, a NEOLOGY reader would come away well 
equipped to meet and deal with Edmonton fandom's people, tastes in food and entertainment, 
and in-group references. That's something I wouldn't even claim for INSTANT MESSAGE.

Consider the features. "Famous Esfackians" teases Franny Filk (aka, Marianne Nielsen), 
and passes mention on the Lysistrata Corps. "Phringes", a fanzine column, explains itself 
"Most of this issue's PHRINGES concerns Star Trek 'zines. If I flag them once "*" this 
means that all or some of the material contained within is pornographic. If I flag them 
twice "**" the pornography involves same sex relationships. If this bothers you I would 
advise against ordering the fanzine." Holy cow! There is a gag bit for the "Society for 
Creative Alienation." Movie, book and comics reviews abound. "Granny Filk" this time 
provides and insightful and highly satirical look at fannish behaviour in the guise of 
advice to the lovelorn. "The Gourmet’s Guide to the Galaxy" reviews local eateries. A 
column briefly reviewing fanzines includes a rave review of HOLIER THAN THOU yW/1/ tUXi 
ii> id ifcfd-

In summary, NEOLOGY deals with a real variety of interests, representing the diversity 
of ESFCAS, in a manner frought with fannish good humour, and an image of warm friendliness. 
If the past is prolog, whoever becomes the new editor of NEOLOGY will continue a tradi
tion of quality.
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Irwin^frfh Swanston St., Carlton, VIC 3053, Australia, and
v m 279Domaln s°u’fch Yarra, VIC 31U1, Australia. American agent Teresa and 

Patrick Nielsen Hayden, 1714 3oth Ave. NE, Seattle, WA 98105 USA.
both °r 9/,$3 (°ver3eas seamail), 6/$l (overseas airmail).

1HYME is of course not a clubzine. It is a fannish newzine from Australia, and as 
g °d a s°urce forAussie fannish news as I know about. Its double issue 10/11
should 1982’ features an iconoclastic review of Australian fanac in 1981. Readers
eriousU toutVn “ 16 °D « theyU

awaie of th i -L 111 85 as a Gideon site. THYME'S editors are certainly well 
countrv wit/thV^i •“ f^ailiarisinS overseas fans with the fanac in their
country, with that worldcon bid in mind.

Available for trade with

The double issue devoted substantial space to THYME'S Fan of the Year none other 
than Jean Wehei?o I Quote k . .... 5stimulating \ S WRE VERGE. . .has rapidly become a fascinating and
to be a ?enZlne evidenced by the great letuer column it boasts, one of the best 
to be found in any Australian genzine."
fanzine°in • Certadnl\ran counter to the scathing comments I had about Weber
lanzme in the last installment of this ~ 's
of WEBER WOMAN’S WREVENGE #4, I decided 
Sight.

column. Between them, and the timely appearance 
it would be a worthwhile idea to offer a Second

WEBER WOMAN’S WREVENGEt edited by. Jean Weber, 13 Myall St., O' Connor ACT 2601, Aus-
a P . Available for 75^ (US), trade, letter, contribution.

Plish On^efl re™er sboudd bake as his starting point what the editor tried to accom- 
term "Femini d°n t kn°W that 1 correctly fathomed Weber’s goals in fiW. The
^Tby :ZtSiorsn: 7in th: :inest sense>eiicits the arche^e in
that But iJ s femln^t fanzine, and its editor’s own material is consistent with 
JXes^s of iis edLtVen\ id^Ogy’ U is a shaped by the tastes and

I^eed iX S t theref^e not likelY Evolve strongly thematic issues.
the aaS any ^eme, showcases DUFF candidate Peter Toluzzi. MakingX ieeimini a haS n°thing to do with JAJ*US ’ but has a lot to di
with becoming a lively genzine, going by its own guiding star.
. ... raa3?lshness accents the issue. Marc Ortlieb's "The Case of 
tines his reputation amongst Australians 
as a fine fanwriter. This bit of hu-

tralia. Quarterly. Mimeo.

the Misplaced Ball" jus-

mourous fanfic, reprinted from Ortlieb's 
apazine, is an adventure of The League 
for Fannish Decency. Probably it would 
help if I recongnised all of the refer
ences to Aussie fans, but it’s interes
ting enough for what it reveals by what 
was satirised. "Circulation — A Relax- 
acon" by Judith Hanna attempts to continue 
in the same vein, with references to 
Weberwoman, Big Momma Hyde, Tolutz Le Trek, 
etc., but the lyrics are minus the tune. 
Peter Toluzzi himself takes the stage with 
''Style, Communication, Focus — Some Notes 
for the beginning masseur/massense". Toluzzi 
the self-educated masseur, offers his practi-’ 
cad suggestions timely in an era when fandom 
has gone backrub crazy. North Americans with 
backaches probably flooded the ballot box with 
support for candidate Toluzzi... And here I only 
nominated him because of his fanzine activity.
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The letteredw has certainly improved from last issue to this, and Jean Weber has 
further modified it by organising the letters according to topic. John Alderson’s. . 
article "Myths and Mutilation", which I considered a dismal part of VW #3, drew similar 
responses from the readers, although their intelligent responses were upstaged.by Aider- 
son’s own bizarre "clarifications". Weber's continuing weakness as an editor is her 
compulsion to rise (or descend) to these occasions. Her response to Alderson concludes, 
"...I don't feel any obligation to waste my money on printing his anti-female ravings in 
my fanzine. Let someone else publish them." Had this sound idea prevented her from 
printing Alderson’s article in the first place, that would have shown good taste. But 
having ventured so far down the road, she might just as well have spent a little more 
space and let Alderson convict himself out of his own mouth.

Lewis Morley, with caution and empathy, critiqued what he though was gender.stereo
typing in the fiction of Debbie Killop and Julie Vaux (male ship captains, certain females 
forbidden to hunt of fight). The two writers were previously featured in AW, and Weber 
did magnificently to coordinate Morley's letter with their replies. This contributes 
strongly to the zine's air of vitality.

Weber has that valuable ability to create an energetic zine that draws reader response. 
AW is an upcoming fanzine. Whether it is meant to be a feminist fanzine, per se, it 
surely suffers from some self-contradictions that even Weber acknowledges. Cover art by 
Michael McGann of a busty astronaut menaced by a carnivorous flower seems of dubious 
appropriateness. Weber's contention is, "It's not easy finding a.Mike.McGann drawing 
that's ideologically acceptable for a cover of AW, but it's possible." Whilst ! enjoyed 
A/AZA7 #4 as a fanzine, I sense ambivalence in the editor's image of what her fanzine is. 
supposed to be, and would like to see her address and resolve the matter in an editorial.

»*«*»«*****

Fanzines for review should be sent to Mike Glyer at 5828 Woodman Ave.. #2, Van Nuys, 
CA 91H01, USA. Manuals on packaging fecal material should be sent for review to Bruce 
Arthurs, due to his demonstrated intimacy with the subject.

---- Mike Glyer

/*/ And with that mention about Bruce Arthurss I do believe that Mike suddenly 
realised for which fanzine his column was being written. Need I point out that* all 
viewpoints expressed in the HTT fanzine review column are always the opinion of the 
reviewer and may or may not reflect the opinions of the editor and publisher of thvs 
zine. /*/
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BY 
DARRELL 
SCHWEITZER

/*/ Joseph Nicholas does not have a contribution in this issue - a reply to Darrell 
on behalf of Joseph's position will be found in the LoC Ness Monster (the LoC bu Judith 
Ham).. /*/ y

I am beginning to wish that Joseph Nicholas really was a. hoax. I fear he is not 
though, as his picture appeared in a newszine (l think it was AUSTRALIAN SF NEWS). Perhaps 
it would be possible to turn him into a hoax. You and I could come forward and admit 
having made him up, and the readers of HTT could spread the word that this hoax had been 
uncovered , inventing details as they went along. The person in the newszine photo was 

of course a skid row derelict you and I found, cleaned up, and programmed for the part. 
The less consistent the details the better. If someone merely says, matter-of-factly, that 
they made Joseph Nicholas up, they may not be believed. But if this can be fed into the 
rumour mill, and the story is able to grow of its own accord, an atmosphere of doubt and 
confusion will arise, and Joseph will slowly fade away. He may be for real now, but we 
can fix this.

The reason is that his schtick is running out of steam and isn’t even very amusing 
anymore. He’ll probably be forgotten before too long, because there have always been 
loud-mouthed, non-creative types who gain brief notoriety by trying to tear down their 
betters, and he’s no different from the rest. This is a shame, because Kevin Smith's 

How to Write Like Joseph Nicholas" is so brilliant, and in a few years it will be in
comprehensible to all but a very few.

The real evidence that Nicholas is at the end of his rope is the feeble quality of 
excuses he now tries to defend himself with. He can’t explain how ISAAC ASIMOV'S published 
all those writers, and isn’t as bad as he says it is or as unsuccessful as he wants it to 
be, so now he would have us believe that all the stories in question aren’t good enough 
to be published elsewhere.
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This brings us to the Glyer interpretation of the Nicholas writings: Nicholas would 
have us believe that Nicholas is the only intelligent and perceptive person in fandom. 
This would have to be the case, and the rest of us would be in for some startling splash- 
ings from a veritable fountain of wisdom if it were possible to take Nicholas seriously 
at all.

Consider the stories he would have us believe weren’t good enough to be published 
anywhere else, or whose publication in IASFM must have been an embarrassment to the 
authors:

THE COOL WAR by Frederick Pohl. The first part, "Mars Masked", was a Nebula finalist.
THE TALE OF GORGIK By Samuel Delany. (First part of Tales of Neveruon, a Nebula 

finalist.
THE LAST DEFENDER OF CAMELOT by Roger Zelazny. Balrog winner.
YOU CAN’T GO BACK, a story which R.A. Lafferty thinks is the best he has done in 

years. I hope Joseph won’t tell Ray the truth, that it wasn’t good enough to publish 
elsewhere. It would break his heart.

All of Gene Wolfe’s short fiction published in the last 2 years cr so. Or almost 
all. I can’t think of any exceptions. In any case, Joseph surely has concluded that 
Wolfe is washed up, since so much of his fiction isn't good enough to publish elsewhere.

WITH THIMBLES, WITH FORKS & HOPE, a novella by Kate Wilhelm, now included in her 
collection LISTEN, LISTEN.

The major part of Avram Davidson's PEREGRINE: SECUNDUS.
THE BARBIb MURDERS by John Varley. Hugo finalist. Locus Award winner.
Five episodes from Silverberg's THE MAJIPCOR CHRONICLES.
LIRIOS: A TALE OF THE QUINTANA R00 by James Tiptree. (Nebula semi -f inal i st..)
I could go on, but you get the point. Last but not least, there is poor Isaac Asimov., 

whose reputation has so decayed that he can't sell his work elsewhere. How the mighty 
have fallen. What would we do without Joseph Nicholas to reveal all this to us?

Paul Skelton is of course righy that I shouldn't have cited unpublished backlog. But 
all the stuff I listed has been published by now. There were only one or two unpublised 
items anyway, most notably the Sladek piece, which is in the March issue. When Scithers 
left IASFM the backlog was very low, so the last of it should be used up in a couple of 
months. I know.of a few more of Sucharitkul's Aquila stories, a Timothy Sullivan story 
the Last Thrilling Wonder Story by Gene Wolfe, and a decidedly weird story by Brian Aldiss 
set in a future California threatened by an ice age, in which the Frankenstein monster, * 
who/which has been making his/its living in real estate fraud, comes to the Good Doctor 
(who has prolonged his life via drugs) and demands that he/it be equipped with a functional 
penis. Dr. F. ends up in bed with Mrs. Monster before long, and things get curiouser 
and curiouser. It is, of course, as Joseph would admit, a typical formulaic IASFM storv 
by a. writer so desperate.to sell that he will do anything. (Even write well, and be witty 
and inventive. Astonishing what lengths these writers go to for a buck, isn't it?)

. The one thought that kept recurring as I read the latest Nicholas tirade is "Spoken 
like a non-writer". Indeed, Mike Glyer has ably demonstrated that Nicholas isn't a 
writer. But more specifically, Nicholas seems to prove the thesis that there are some 
things about professionalism which a non-professional will never understand, not having been 
there, so to speak. I'm not sure Joseph has ever seen a set of IASFM forms, and if he 
has, I'm sure he hasn’t understood them. The forms were designed to cover a wide range 
of people, all the way down to those who don't know that Von Daniken isn't science, have 
to be told not to write UFO contact stories in fake hillbilly slang, and think, "double
spacing means skipping two spaces horizontally between each word.

I don't.think any professional says "Here's a sheet of requirements. I'll just write 
a story to fit them all, and it'll surely sell...” In fact, if somebody did try that 
it would probably be rejected as being cliched. A professional, any professional, writes 
what he will and then decides where to send it. I've never met one wno deliberately 
"slanted" his material.

. Of course we at IASFM had a constant problem with writers who didn't read the maga
zine much, and assumed that it didn’t publish their type of story. This is what you might
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call the Pre-rejection Syndrome. The magazine 
eventually gets a kind of formula, but one 
imposed from the outside, but the writers. 
The really smart writers (like Aldiss or Wolfe, 
j.or instance) realise that this formula doesn’t 
really exist, and they submit their regular 
stories, and not much to anyone’s surprise, sei 1 
them.

This is doubtless too subtle a distinction 
for Joseph Nicholas to grasp, what with him not 
being a professional, or even a writer.

I suspect all magazines have this problem. 
Ed Ferman gets all the ''literary" stories. 
OMNI gets all the "high tech/positive space 
future ones. And so on. Actually the editors 
would like a little variety.

Again, this is something Nicholas will never 
be able to grasp: the editor's problem isn't 
enforcing a set of rules on the writers, but 
breaking down a set of prejudices and getting 
them to submit stories they would otherwise 
pre-reject. IASFM was always open to the
"literary'1 story, more than given credit for by
people who didn't read it (I speak in the past
tense because I am referring to the magazine
under the Scithers editorship only; I can't speak for the new people), and for this rea
son F&SF more than any other magazine always seemed to publish stories which IASFM would 
have paid twice as much for (and given twice as much exposure to) if submitted there first. 
There are also, no doubt, dozens of stories published for 2-5^ a word every year which 
could have earned 25^ a word if the authors had not pre-rejected them from OMNI.

. To consider other bits of intellectual shoddiness in the Nicholas letter: One of the 
things most typical of a non-writer is Nicholas' assertion that the writer doesn't have 
to write the story (top of page Uo) and that the reader's interpretations are supposed to 
fill in the blanks. No, creating the story and setting up the relationship between the 
parts is the writer’s job. That is what he's paid for, the same way an orator is paid to 
give a speech, rather than merely stand in the front of an auditorium and let the audience 
fill in the speech from its own collective imagination.

As for American cultural imperialism in science fiction, I am rather amused by the 
element of suppressed fear and paranoia that seems to underlie the claims that the Americans 
d,^n;rLnate everNthinS • Let us consider the statement that without the encouragement of NEW 
.ORLDS, writers like Christopher Priest and Richard Cowper "would have had great difficulty 
finding a market and an audience for their material (at least in the UK)". Since these 
writers were published freely in the United States from the outset of their careers, does 
Joseph mean to say that the evil Yankee cultural imperialists are grabbing all the good 
British fiction and keeping it for themselves, without letting the Brittish magazines and 
book publishers have any? I might also wonder if, according to Nicholas, John Wyndham 
suddenly became a uniquely British writer when, after twenty years of writing for American 
pulp magazines, he suddenly began to write for American slicks (COLLIER’s3 which serialised 
Ine Day of the Tnffids) and American book publishers, like Ballantine.

Then again we can conclude that only the British writers Joseph happens to like are 
really British. The rest are pseudo-American.

I am.familiar with the Compact Books issues of NEW WORLDS. These are less well-known 
in the United States, because dealers didn't import them the way that they did the larger 
issues. The Compact Books version was a monthly paperback, about the size of an old Ace 
book. It was a real paperback magazine, with features, lettercolumns, and even serials.
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It lasted between 19&U and early 196?. It was, much 
more than the large-sized issues, avowedly a science 

fiction magazine, and one devoted to expanding the 
horizons of the field. It published a lot of 

good stuff, which demonstrated what could be 
done with SF at a time when the American maga
zines were rather moribund. It published the 
short version of Moorcock's Behold the Man, 
Disch's The Squirrel Cage, Zelazny's Keys 
to December (also some other Zelazny 
stories, which were also published in mi
nor American magazines like FANTASTIC 

and MAG OF HORROR}. The serials were, 
as a rule, not as memorable as the 
short fiction: Charles Platt's 
Garbage World (hardly a classic), 

Thomas Disch's Echo Round His Bones 
(Disch did not come into his own 
until Camp Concentration, which 

was serialised in the big-sized 
NW), John Brunner's The Evil 
That Men Do (hardly a major 
Brunner novel), etc. The 
short fiction was much better, 
and a lot of it was impor
tant . There were, to be 
sure, some signs of the 
coming decay, such as the 
prominent featuring of 
Ballard ‘'condensed novels", 
but the Compact Books NW was 
quite a fine magazine.

The failure of NEW 
WORLDS, and of the New Wave 
in general, stemmed from an 

inability to maintain the 
principles set forth in the 

early Moorcock issues. NEW 
WORLDS betrayed itself, and its 

readers, by ceasing to be an ex
perimental science fiction magazine, 

and turning into a very conventional 
literary/"avant garde" publication, and 

ultimately lapsing into incoherence.
the TO’s, the legacy of the "little 
it was no match for the old Compact 
in the last couple of years, it was

. When.it was revived in paperback form in
literary and incoherent material was too much, and 
Books issues. When it was revived again as a fanzine 
almost totally incoherent. Only the last two issuesshowed any indication that it might turn back to publishing fictiZ By that tlZthZ 

lost)Cb^P01emiCaaS^eCtJbeSt described as failed revolutionaries howling about why they 
j.ost) oecame predominant, and NEW WORLDS was succeeded bv THE PATCHTN RNVtwj ~ • 
fiction's very own NATIONAL ENQUIRER. aa^eued by 1HL PATCHIN REVIEW, science

This is not to say that the subsequent editors did anything "wrong" excent in a 
commercial sense. The "little literary" audience proved to be much smallertSm (he science 
fiction audience, so circulation suffered. The editors had a perfect rlgS 
oreintation of the magazine, though I think they would have done better to have started^
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new one. Doubtless they lost readers because the science fiction readers were alienated 
by what they published, and the ’’literary” readers thought NW was a science fiction 
magazine and didn’t buy it.

From a science fictional point of view, NEW WORLDS can be seen to have failed when it 
abdicated its position of leadership, and ultimately stopped publishing science fiction 
altogether.

I only explain this for the benefit of the readers, who may not know what we're 
talking about. It's useless to try to reason with Nicholas, and he's not worth refuting. 
I 11 let Glyer drive the last few nails in. For those who are interested, I'll mention 
that the Compact Books issues are numbers 1U2-172. The large-sized issues remained 
mostly of science fictional interest up to issue 186. The ones thereafter are more mar
ginal. A lot of the content was awful by any standard, but there were also interesting 
bits: the serialisation of Moorcock's A Cure For Cancer3 some Peake items, Ellison's 
A Boy and His Dog3 various Thomas Disch and John Sladek pieces. Until the very recent 
.tanzine issues, there were no issues of NEW WORLDS which contained nothing worth reading 
although in some the worthwhile material was in a small minority. This is not t® imply 
that non-SF is de-facto not worth reading. But most of the non-SF in NW was pretty weak. 
Artwork and design mostly looked like sloppy college literary magazine stuff, especially 
later on, but there were some very good drawings by one Mal Dean, apparently a NEW WORLDS 
discovery, who died a few years ago, before he had built up much of a reputation. You 
can find Dean's illos in some editions of the Jerry Cornelius books. His work is very 
I960 s/underground, and nowadays has a certain quaint charm.

One thing that was always fun to watch in NEW WORLDS was the way the party line kept 
shifting in the book review columns. In the eyes of elitist snobs, the one unforgivable 
sm is.success. A writer who is successful from the start (like Barry Longyear or Robert 
Heinlein) is regarded as hopeless. But somebody who struggles along, particularly if he 
publishes within the clique (in this case, in NEW WORLDS), is almost automatically good. 
Thus, Zelazny was favourably reviewed, until he made the mistake of becoming popular.

Light was mercilessly panned. Samuel Delany was a promising new writer up 
■Dili Nova at least, but he too became unforgivably popular, and in one of the fanzine 
issues there is an unsigned article calling him incoherent and illiterate. Ursula LeGuin 
-S3?1’„PUb711^lled ,in but she was reSarde<i as acceptable. Early British editions of The 
Lett Hand of Darkness carry favourable comments from Moorcock. Later, when she began to 
sell, .... you guessed it.

One bit of party line that never changed was hostility toward James Blish, presumably 
because he never took all this stuff seriously, and wrote things like the "Making Waves" 
chapter of More Issues At Hand.
. This school of thought is alive and well in PATCHIN REVIEW. I will make a prediction: 
if Thomas Disch ever becomes genuinely popular, he too will be "expelled" and start to 
get bad reviews. Ballard is probably safe. There's no danger he'll ever be popular at 
the rate he's going.

---- Darrell Schweitzer



PART 3 ■ RED STY AT NIGHT COMRADES DELIGHT

December 1984: Launch of both VEGA spacecraft by Russia. Launch of Japan’s TEST space
craft. All three aimed at Venus.

June 1985: These three spacecraft fly by Venus and proceed to head out to a comet flyby.
July 1985: Launch of the European Space Agency’s GIOTTO spacecraft.
August 1985: Launch of Japan’s PLANET-A spacecraft.
February 93 1986: Perihelion of Comet Halley.
March 8S 1986: VEGA I encounters Comet Halley.
March 10., 1986: VEGA II encounters Comet Halley.
March 1S3 1986: GIOTTO and both Japanese spacecraft encounter Comet Halley.
April 113 1986: Closest approach of Comet Halley to Earthy visible in sky at magnitude 3.
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When I turned in my last column, I apologised, to Marty Cantor for the length, and 
assured him that the next one would he much shorter since it was about the Russian mission 
to Halley's Comet.

After all, when the Russians launch a planetary vehicle, it may not reach orbit. It 
is covered up as a "sounding rocket'1. If it reaches parking orbit but does not re-ignite 
to move out, we get yet another in the series of "Kosmos" satellites. Nor does the de
ception stop there.

When russia sent Venera’s 9 & 10 to Venus in 1975, there was little fanfare. As 
such, the scientific world was stunned that black and white photographs were sent back 
from the surface of Venus. We expected a repeat with Vereras 11 & 12 in 1978. But there
were no pictures, and Russia tried to convince an unbelieving world that no cameras had
been along. This was their story, and they have stuck to it.

So when the Russians launched two more spacecraft to Venus, Veneras 13 & 1U, imagine
the surprise when it was announced, in advance, that pictures of the surface would be 
taken. AND soil tests with an X-ray experiment. And gosh wow they did it too!!!!

£ *£*£*□*[/*# pictures of the surface, no less.

Meanwhile, the French have released, with Russia’s permission, details on the 
Halley's Comet mission. The spacecraft will be new. Unlike the spin stabilised VENERAS, 
the new spacecraft will be three-axis-stabilised. They will be called VEGA. (Venus 
Gravity Assist?) They will have a scan platform like JPS’s Voyager spacecraft. They 
will carry an array of scientific instruments equivalent to Voyager’s. In short, this is 
the most ambitious mission ever announced in advance by Russia.

That is not all. Russia, ESA, and Japan have agreed to co-ordinate efforts. The 
first Russian VEGA will fly by on March 8. Depending on how much damage it receives from 
dust from the comet, VEGA II will be targeted closer or further from the comet on March 
10. This information will be passed on to ESA and Japan.

Using this information, the ESA can re-target GIOTTO to achieve a much closer en
counter on March 13 at the same time the two Japanese spacecraft fly through the tail far 
away from the head that the Russians and ESA are exploring.

So what does this imply? Well, Russia continues to build up international relations 
in Space Science. The French had a set of balloons scheduled for the 198h mission, but 
these were deleted when it was decided to go to Halley's Comet. The Russians have announced 
that the balloons will be on the 1986 mission to Venus. And that the French can send a 
Cosmonaut to a Salyut space station.

In other words, ever since the USA abdicated its position as the #1 Planetary Ex
ploration supporter, the Russians have moved in. As of the end of March, 1982, they are 
#1. The propaganda value will be exploited to the full, especially when shuttle launch 
U and its D.O.D. cargo happen.

In other words, Russian Space Scientists managed to convince their government that a 
massive program in planetary exploration was a good thing for Russia's prestige. It worked, 
and they are now getting their missions whereas JPL cannot. In space science circles 
throughout the world, be they USA or USSR or ESA or Japan, the general rule is that we 
never get enough.

As a member of the JPL team, I wonder how the Russian Rocketeers did the "snow job"
and got the money. And what next? I am still stunned by the latest pictures from Venus.
JPL has no plans for 20 years to duplicate the feat. In fact, at the moment, we have no
finances at all for another mission to Venus.

Please do a good job, Russian Scientists, at the double encounter. If not the USA, 
at least you. It will be 76 years until we get another chance.

---- Harry Andruschak
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/*/ In case you are wondering about all of the trouble that JPL and NASA are having 
(see the various columns that Andruschak has been pubbing in HIT), gust read the follow
ing. I am not saying that there is any connexion, but......... /*/

We laymen are not privy to the entire legislative process employed by the House and 
Senate in formulating the laws of the land. But, in analysis of their output over the 
years, a certain amount of deduction and plain outright guessing has made the procedure 
a bit less obscure. Not the laws themselves, mind you, but the way that they are con
structed from some member's original idea. It’s a long, very complicated and complex 
series of give and take. The taxpayer gives and the government takes.

Let’s examine the path a proposed law probably winds along before being voted into 
the already bulging and overloaded lawbooks. It all begins SOme foggy Washington morning 
when some Senator or Representative gets a hot flash. And, to begin with at least, it’s 
probably a decent idea and something that would benefit, if not the whole populace,

A FA'P OF SAMFK \

1SVGJ< SUF’S ? FoKmS ‘TfTSfQki I 
I MUST OUT oFthB}k <' 

-------------- _------------------- ------- M(ATS ! ) 
7z-------

someone somewhere. The proposed law is 
hastily scribbled onto a yellow legal pad 
and passed to a member of the staff to work 
up whilst the Congressman (and/or woman) 
leaves town on an important junket — such 
as viewing first hand the troubles of the 
underprivileged on the French Riviera.
Please note that I do not claim all members 
ol Congress are lazy, self-centered nin
compoops . There are some decent, hard
working, competent men and women in that 
august body. No names readily pop to mi nd, 
however.

The next stone the embryo butts up 
against in its journey is the members of 

the Congressman's staff. They set down and 
kick around the once plausible idea, adding 

obfuscating phrases and unneccessary verbiage 
in the manner of a mad chef creating a gastro

nomical nightmare. Once the law is fleshed out
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so that they no longer can comprehend any reasonable meaning, one member of the staff 
hand carries the now neatly typed and verbose document down to the basement of the Capitol 
Building.

Deep in a dank, sub-basement of the Capitol occurs the least known but most important 
step in a bill’s trip through the thickets of Congressional pruning, amending, and indi
cating. Admittedly, I have no access to hard evidence that this department exists but, 
judging from the quality of complexity proliferating our written laws, logic dictates it 
must.

Call this place, for ignorance of its true name, the Bureau of Complications. Pre
sided over by the cream of the bureaucracy, much use is made of the latest and most 
powerful computer equipment. Here the proposed law is taken and run through a special 
scrambling circuit into the mysterious depths of the central processing unit. The com
puter randomly rearranges the wording and sprinkles it liberally with the approved buzz
words and trite, meaningless phrases. The whole thing is then translated into govern- 
mentalese (a little known language used primarily by remote tribes along the Potomac 
River) and printed out through another scrambler. Ther resulting gibberish is reviewed 
by an editorial board and, if any glimmer of meaning has remained, is put through the 
entire procedure once more. Only then is the bill cleared and passed on to the appropriate 
sub-committee.

The rest of the now thoroughly changed bill’s vigour is quickly sapped for now the 
lawmakers, themselves, can get their hands directly on its tender little body. In sub
committee, they vie with each other to rip the poor tiny thing apart and reassemble it 
in strange and eerie ways with amendment tacked on amendment until the fledgeling law is 
flattened under a mountain of pork-barrels. It’s then kicked screaming into full committee 
where much more and worse happens in the aching, agonising, and torture-filled months 
ahead.

At last, like Daniel into the lions' den, the bill is thrust out onto the floor and 
the merciless manipulation of the full House or Senate. Total chaos 

decends in a snowstorm of sonorous but meaningless verbiage.
Amendments cascade onto the bill like wheat into a grain 

elevator. The best efforts of the infamous Bureau of
Complication, the sub-committees, and 

committees are put to shame as the 
entrenched legislators raise a

even full 
full force of 
force six gale 
debate andof hot air. Only after much 

total confusing of the issue is the bill
allowed to come to a vote. Then, if no

one at all in the chamber understands 
a single phrase, it is enacted .
into law. Such appears to be 
the legislative process as 

near as I can determine.
But, it doesn't end 

there. Not by any means. 
Laws have to be inter

preted so that they 
might be fairly 

applied. This 
is the province 

of the Supreme 
Court which 
relies 
heavily on 
the Bureau 
of Uncom



plication. This department is a small room just off the robing chambers of the Justices. 
There, a crusty old civil servant uses a 195*+D wheat penny to adjudicate disputes in 
interpretation.. That system seems to work admirably.

---- Ralph Roberts

/*/ Ralph Roberts is a member of SFWA and the Mystery Writers of America. His 
magazine credits list over three hundred stories and articles. It is hinted that this 
expose is the last thing that he ever wrote. He was last seen being pulled, kicking 
and screaming, into a dark room in one of the Capitol Building’s lowest sub-basements. 
I recommend that, after reading this article, you burn it before it falls into the hands 
of certain devious government agents. Above all, do not let Mike Glyer see this - Ralph 
may be safe and sound; but then, that situation will immediately change if the IRS gets 
wind of him. /*/





/*/ The first obvious difference 'twixt this LoC Ness Monster and previous Monsters 
wilt be the use of this italic element to help set off my blatherings from the blither
ing s of the loccers (which will be in Elite 72 element type face. The other difference 
will be in some segmenting of the column. After looking at some late LoCs on HTT #11, 
we will gander at responses to the editorial of HTT #12 - the Glicksohn/Cantor proposal 
to change the Best Fanzine Hugo. Lastly there will be the usual haseri on all of the 
other topics. /*/

**x***w*«*#*xw*«

* BUCK COULSON * Well, mayber American "cultural imperialism” is a reaction to British 
x*x*-»«k-k*«*«***x an^ European cultural snobbery. And as a man who grew up in the atmos

phere of "One World" (albeit with the cynical knowledge that it wasn't 
going to happen, however good for humanity it might be), I'm moderately amused at all this 
rampant nationalism in science fiction. Fans are evidently quite willing to read about 
Earthmen versus aliens, but as for considering themselves Earthmen....oh, God no! That 
would be an insult to their precious Cnadian/British/French/Swedish/Australian/American 
heritage! Horrors!

To use a colloquialism, Right On!

There was also a late LoC from Judith Hanna. She wrote, "I'll be travelling to the 
Northern Antipodes to see how you all manage to stay up and not fall of the bottom of the 
world. Must be anti-gravity, I hypothesize. I regard your zine as supporting evidence."

Now let us get to the subject of the proposed change in the Best Fanzine Hugo. The 
first response is from Janice Gelb. I ran the editorial pages of HTT #12 through LASFAPA 
#64 - this is Janice 's response in LASFAPA #65.

****S*W**K««»»X

* JANICE GELB * I don't think that either of these two can stand alone. Unless you can 
*****«••»*»*****« establish a separate category for semi-prozines, I doubt if the other 

measure sill pass/work. Also, if you put in Mike's "and" you should 
take out the "must also" in the same sentence. Actually, it might read better if you 
changed it to "and/or" to cover all eventualities.

I think that it is possible that changing the category to "Best Amateur Fanzine might 
work on its own; however, you are probably correct that both motions are necessary for 
us to accomplish our purpose. Also, your technical corrections will undoubtedly be in
corporated into the final material that we will give to the business meeting.

*%*%%****%**=/:**:%***
* OWEN K. LAURION * I agree with your premise that the current fanzine Hugo is not doing 
»«*»*«*•»***»******* what it was originally designed to do, because of numbers domination 

by the triumvirate of Starship/SFR/Locus#. I would like to think 
that creating an intermediate category would solve the problem, but I doubt it, because so 
few of the true fanzines have large enough circulations to reach a significant portion of 
the Hugo voters. A few might, but fansom today is large enough that con fen and zine fen 
are no longer identical groups, so only a few zines will be known to most of the con fen 
who must make this selection. And the real problem is that there will be little corre
lation between those few with large enough circulations to be known, and those with good 
enough quality to be worthy.

I dm fully aware of concoms, the members of which seem to have little knowledge of 
fanzine fandom. Many of these people also seem to have other deficiencies, and there 
seems to be no way of correcting these problems other than the rest of fandom constantly 
getting on their case, as it were. Anyhow, the ignorance of concoms is no reason to not
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have the Hugo section of the WSFS Constitution to be properly written. The problem of 
'having worldcon concerns being ignorant of fanzines and fanzine fandom is a totally differ
ent problem, a problem teid more to the general problem with concerns than to the specific 
problem of ignorance of fanzines. As such3 we are not addressing that particular problem 
with our proposals.

However, I praise your willingness to attempt it. What I disagree with is method. 
Setting up a semi-pro category will free the fanzine field, but it leaves the big three 
to play catch by themselves with a Hugo all their own Maybe RBCC (a comics version of 
Starship) will join them, but it will still be a small field. I would propose, instead, 
resurrecting an old f'annish term that has gone out of use partially through mundane con
tamination: the fan magazine. Reword your new Hugo proposal to cover fan magazines, 
both semi-pro and pro. At present, Starlog and its ilk have no Hugo to run for, although 
they are read by a large part of the SF community. And I would love to see how Locus 
would fare against these prozines that really are closer to its format.

Actually, there are somewhere in the neighbourhood of 60 or 70 semi-prozines in 
existence, not gust the "big three". That is more than enough to form a category. Let 
them compete against themselves; and, if the small ones do not like being constantly in 
the shadow of the "big three", well, that is their problem. Our problem is separating 
the amateur zines from the semi-prozines - a problem of basic fairness, in my opinion.

***•» »***»«*****«**»»
* BRIAN EARL BROWN * Personally I don't believe it will work because there is no en- 
***»«******«»******* forcement clause. How will anyone be able to tell if a fanzine pays 

for its contributions, unless someone finks on it, eh? Or what of 
SFR that doesn't pay for most of its material (the book reviews. Art and professional 
copy is, I believe, paid for). And what if people continue to vote SFR into the amateur 
category, how do we make the worldconcom put it into the "right" category? These questions 
I believe, can be answered by saying that any fanzine once nominated into the semi-prozine 
category can only appear in the semi-pro class and never again as an amateur publication. 
And also that any fanzine that receives at least 25% of its nominations in the semi-prozine 
category must appear in that category. Unless one forces fans to distinguish between 
amateur and semi-pro, they won't. This modification of your proposal will make the dis
tinction between amateur and semi-pro sure and concrete.

There are no enforcement clauses in any of the categories and I see no need for one 
in our proposed motions. If our proposals are adopted, you can be most certain that my 
letter to worldconcoms will be gust one of many each year - a letter reminding the concom 
that "certain" zines pay contributors and/or staffs and are therefore not eligible in the 
Amateur category. The fanzine fans are aware of who does not produce amateur fanzines, 
and the semi-pro editors know this. As for the modifications that you propose, I think 
that they bear careful scrutiny and I can assure you that Mike and I will examine them 
before we turn in the final draught of our proposals.

But I'm flatly opposed to a proliferation of Hugo's I think we would be better served 
by just doing away with the fan awards. They're a Johnny-come-lately class and so few of 
the people nominating and voting in those class would know a fan if they were bit by one 
that the awards are hollow jokes. (Sort of like pop-up vagina's, wot?) The worldcon 
membership is so reader-oriented compared to the old, fannish days, that only "reader" 
awards retain any validity and even then the short forms tend to be jokes. It might even 
be best to reduce all the fiction Hugos into two, Long form and Short form with 20,000 
words dividing the two groups.

Proliferation of Hugos? One Hugo per recognisable category gives us gust enough 
Hugos. Anyway, worldcon is by and for fans - and we have to right to reward our own.

ill



*********************
* HARRY WARNER, JR. * The changes you and Mike have devised for the Hugo categories.are 
********************* an enormous improvement over the current vagueness. I can think of 

only two potential problems and mayber they won't come to pass. A 
few fanzine editors who are deserving of Hugos, including Mike himself, have mentioned in 
print having bought art for their own collections from various fan and semi-pro artists, 
using it in their fanzines as Well as hanging it on the wall or putting it wherever they 
display their art collection. Could this cause turmoil and charges of ineligibility for 
some deserving fanzine or other in the new fanzine Hugo category at some time in the fu
ture? The other thing that bothers me is the reference to "derive a substantial portion 
of imcome from the sale of the publication" in the semi-pro category. Take the case of a 
high school student who publishes an excellent fannish fanzine, sells perhaps six or eight 
copies of each issue at a dollar or so each, doesn't have a job. Could a trouble-maker 
object to inclusion of his publication in the fanzine Hugo category, arguing it should be 
among the semi-pro Hugo competition because there will be times when the editor gets a 
substantial part of his income from selling those few copies of it? I don't know if I. 
mentioned in a previous loc to you the only notion I've been able to think up for setting 
the division between fanzines and semi-prozines: if more than half of the publication s 
circulation represents paid copies, it's semi-pro. I think this would be easy to admin
ister in the sense it wouldn't be hard to figure out which category most publications 
belong in. But there would be an occasonal injustice: the Willis issue of Warhoon, for 
instance, and maybe File 770 wouldn't qualify as a fanzine in that way.

The obvious intent of our motions is to separate those who are making a living from 
their zines (or, at least, attempting to do same) from those of us who produce fanzines 
as a hobby. Anybody who understands this intention should also understand that the slight 
transgression against these rules that occurs when one buys one piece of artwork to use 
as a cover for a zine is mayber a violation of the letter of the rules but is in no way 
a violation of the spirit of those same rules. In short: the person who rarely pays 
for something to put into his amateur zine (but may acquire a pid cover or the like once 
in a while) is not attempting to make his living from his zine and is thereby not threaten
ing his amateur status under the spirit of these rules. // When you write about the 
broke student who gains a portion of his income when he sells his zine, you are talking) 
about something that just cannot come up in the real world as a threat to this proposal. 
Firstly, if the student lived for a substantial portion of the year on the proceeds of 
the sale of his fanzine (no matter how good such a student-produced fanzine was likely to 
be), he would be more likely to be the medical miracle of the year rather than a Huge 
nominee. Anyway, if said hypothetical student was so poor that he could get no money 
other than from the sale of his fanzine, just how would this student be able to afford both 
to print up enough copies to get to enough potential nominators and to pay the postage to 
get them their copies? In all likelihood, were this broke student to produce the all time 
best fanzines, the circumstances that I just mentioned would keep it from getting nominated 
in the real world. // I do remember reading your Hugo proposal someplace; probably in 
an earlier HTT. Your proposal would be no easier to administer than the current proposals - 
after all, the fans right now know which zines do not belong in the amateur category. 
That is what is bringing all of this stuff to a boil. // I agree that your proposal, 
would perpetrate an occasional injustice. The problem, Harry, is that any proposal will 
have some injustice built into it. It seems to be the nature of the beast with which we 
are dealing that it is not contracted in a cut and dried manner. Fans like to produce 
things that push at the borders of categories - that is in the very nature of the kind 
of person who becomes a fan. It is to be expected that there is no perfect rule that 
we can develops in this situation. We do the best that we can do and try to make the 
situation as fair to all consemed as we possibly can. I just hope that not too many fans 
decide that certain philosophical points become so important that theydrag down the main 
proposals because their minor amendments are not adopted. Just as bad will be those who 
argue against this proposal because it is not some other scheme. *sigh*



««*K*»***K-X»«*

* BEN INDICK * They have been giving Hugos to 
««»****»*»*»* Charlie Brown and other fanzines- 

for-money for a long time and are 
unlikely to stop now. They do serve a need, and 
yet could hardly make it on the newsstands in 
competition with other interesting magazines 
such as "Pigtail Pussy", "Big Brown Boobs", 
"Hard Fuckers" and "Jack and Jill".

I’ll go along with your suggestions, 
though, especially since they cost me nothing. 
I would, however, make an addition: a signi
ficant one, and well you might quake at this:

. "Wherefore and inasmuch that not every 
"amateur fanzine" is issued in editions of 
1|OO, 250, or even 100 issues, be it moved 
that there be set up a committee of suitable 
experts to whom any faned may send his or her 
or its fanzine for consideration. "

There could be a minimum print run es
tablished, 50, 75> or even 100. It would 
include any fanzine, whether genzine, per
zine, adzine, or APAzine.

Ben, my friend, your proposal would 
generate even more controversy than our 
current proposed motions. Having some sort 
of screening committee to list which fanzines 
were eligible for nomination each year would 
be a major break with the Hugo tradition. There 
would be large controversy as to just who would 
sit on the committee (although there could be 
an election procedure set up) - and. that would 
be far overshadowed by the controversy of 
setting up the eligibility rules that would have 
to be followed by the members of the committee and, 
I am afraid., the hullaballoo would not be any less than
there is now. I_ like your proposal, but I think that it 
has less chance of passage than does our current proposals.

* ROY TACKETT * I have mixed feelings but I wish you luck. Mixed feelings because the 
*************** perennial winners such as LOCUS or SFR or STARSHIP (Has Andy actually 

won any?) are the type of fanzine I would publish if I had the time and 
money (and talent) to do so. I really can’t fault them for being winners.

I am afraid, Hoy, that you have missed the point of why the majority of fanzine fans 
object to the current rules. The issue is one of fairness and one of amateur vs. pro
fessionalism. I daresay that many contemporary faneds with the time and the money that 
the ’big three” have to devote to their publications that they could easily give the "big 
three" a run for the Hugo each year on even terms. We feel that the category should be 
reserved for the amateurs competing against each other.

But I can see the point that it is the large circulation of these zines that makes 
them winners time after time. And as our circle of fanzine fans grows smaller it will be 
increasingly difficult for any zine to win out against those who have 10+ times the cir-
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culation we can afford. I wish you luck also in forcing the worldcon committees to re 
cognise their roots and that it was fanzine fans who started the whole thing.

This is somewhat off of the point of this topic, but I must say that it is very_ im
portant that fanzine fans should not give up on the worldcons in despair. Not only snould 
we join worldcons, but we should also bombard the concerns with betters expressing our 
positions. Granted, the worldcon should try to be all things to all aspects offandom; 
it is only through our inaction that so many concoms ignore fanzine fans. We should 
be vocal in our demands to be recognised as being a legitimate part of fandom - and a 
part of fandom that is still quite vigourous.

****************
* TERRY JEEVES * I go along to a great extent with you on the problem of identifying which 
**************** zines ..i.e. fanzines., deserve/are eligible for, Hugos. Indeed, I have

long stopped voting in such polls. Those for the prozines are obfuscated 
by people who either vote for a fellow writer, or who vote for a title which will show 
their erudition..or so they think. In the amateur field, one fact stands out above all 
the rest. The fanzine with the largest circulation has a running start on the small cir
culation zine. If quality is equal, or even slightly better for the mini-circulation, 
the big guy will win every time. For why - for be—ause far more peo;le have heard of the 
big un than the little un and will naturally bear it in mind. They can't bear in mind a 
zine they have never heard of can they? In connextion with this, although my own zine 
ERG has now been running for 23 consecutive years under one editor (me) and is also the 
longest running fanzine to appear regularly, it will NEVER win a Hugo or whatever because 
I simply CANNOT afford the time, or the money to produce more than 150 copies. Not that 
I think it would win any awards; but it never has a look in. I'd suggest that a true 
fanzine ..i.e. NOT Club subsidised, but paid for and produced by a single faned and with 
a print run of less than 250 is the ONLY TRUE FANZINE. Brickbats, care of 230 Bannerdale 
Rd. please.

********************
* BERNADETTE BOSKY * Maybe one valuable consideration is whether two publications are 
******************** trying to do different things, or whether they're trying to do the 

same thing and one is just doing it a whole lot better than the 
other. This is the hardest thing to judge, I know, and not something one can form into a 
■mip. Payment (or lack of) is something that can be formed into a rule, and I like it for 
that reason. Purpose would be more in the mind of the individual voter.

You have raised a philosophical point that is quite conducive to extended, discussion, 
but I will refrain from doing so here. The point: are the semi-prozines trying to do 
the same things that the amateur zines are trying to do. The basic point that underlies 
our proposed amendments is that the amateur zines are trying to be good zines on an 
amateur basis whilst the semi-prozines are trying to be money-making propositions. I 
can see the validity of other viewpoints - I just think that the position that I am taking 
is more correct in current circumstances.

****************
* GEORGE FLYNN * First let me get out of the way some technical flaws in your proposed 
**************** amendments; you probably won't want to print this part, but you'd 

better make the corrections before submitting it, to save time for 
debate on the merits. (1) The "Best Fanzine" section is currently Section 10, not 9, of 
Article II. (2) The second of your amendments has both the "pay his contributors" and the 
"derive a substantial portion of income” clauses, but the first amendment has only the 
first of these; was this really your intention? As the texts stand, someone who derives 
the ineomp but doesn't pay contributors would be eligible for both categories. (3) You've 
kept the sentence "The words 'fanzine' and "fannish"..." in the second amendment, but that 



no longer includes the word ’fanzine'; perhaps you might want to add "in this and the pre
vious section" or something like that. Though actuality you don't need that sentence at 
all; it was included to keep concoms from making up their own ad hoc rules, and you would 
prevent that by defining permanent rules on this issue. (1) This is a judgment call, but 
I think you'd do better to combine the two amendments in a single motion. The reason is 
that the whole thing involves a single issue, but if you vote on the two parts separately, 
then the voters have to make strategic judgments about what happens if one passes and the 
other doesn't. (if #1 passes without #2, the semi-pro zines wouldn't be eligible for any
thing; if #2 passes without #1, they'd be eligible for both awards; both results would 
be highly awkward.)

There were several reasons why this proposal was used as the editorial of HTT #12; 
amongst these reasons was to get input on our basic prmises and on some of the technical 
aspects of our motions. Naturally, as these proposals are from two people who live some 
2,000 miles from each other, there is no way that Z am going to respond to various of 
the things that the loccers have written and say that we are going to make a certain in
dicated change - Mike and I will correspond, about the responses to my editorial and then 
come up with our final wording. (The responses are such that I think that there are some 
very good ideas that I will recommend to Mike that we put into our proposal, and I assume 
that he will agree with me on at least some of these.) Anyway, lest the readers think that 
we have not read the WSFS Constitution (see your technical flaw #1) I will say that the 
version of the WSFS Constitution that was used in preparing our motions was the version 
that was pubbed in DENVENTION PR #3. There was a new section put into Article IT at DEN- 
VENTION. Obviously, our final wording will reflect this change.

I was the author of the WSFS Constitution's current text on the Fanzine Hugo (actually 
it was passed for the first time in 1977 and ratified in 1978). Its purpose was to make 
the administration of the award workable, and I think most of the fanzine fans who were 
present at the time agreed with it on that basis. You have correctly stated the main ar
guments against other proposals to restrict the award to "amateur" zines; however, I 
feel that your plan is just as faulty. The fact is that the 1977 Worldcon committee tried 
to establish similar criteria on their own, but got embroiled in a fierce controversy over 
whether certain zines did pay their contributors or furnish substantial income to their 
editors. Finally they threw up their hands and let the ballots go out two months late. 
Since I expected to be running the Hugo voting in 1980, I introduced the amendment to pro
tect me and the other Hugo administrators from having to get involved in such a mess. 
There is simply no way to determine the facts about a zine's finances. People may think 
they know which zines are supporting their publishers, and in some cases they're probably 
right; but there will always be borderline cases, and you've got to put all the potential 
nominees in the right category. This is fraught with pitfalls, and it's not at al 1 in
conceivable that it cuuld lead to a lawsuit. I for one am absolutely opposed to establish
ing any criteria that are not automatically enforceable on the basis of public information 
(like number of issues published, or word count in the fiction categories). I don't think 
I'd be willing to administer any award with such vague criteria as you propose (and "sub
stantial" is vague).

. Ne are smack dab up against a real problem here; unfortunately, setting up what seems 
like measurable criteria (such as number of copies published) is not really verifiable. 
There are just no verifiable pieces of public information that are as clear cut as you 
want for there to be any such method of separating out the semi pros from the amateurs. 
And there, again, is the basic nub of the matter as I have mentioned over and over again - 
it is just unfair to have the amateurs competing against the semi-pros. Mike and I feel 
that our proposed amendments, no matter how imperfect that they may be, are the only way 
that we can put some fairness into what is, right new, a very unfair situation. WE realise 
that our amendments are not perfect; we also realise that nobody has come up with anything 
that is better. "



But there's no need to argue in the abstract. Here are all the zines that got 15 
or more nominations in 1980, or 16 or less in.1981 (this is just about the minimum to 
qualify for the ballot): Diagonal Relationship, Fantasy Newsletter,. Fvle 770, Future 
Focus, Holier Than Thou, Janus, Locus, PyroTechnics, Rune, SF Chronicle, SF Review, 
Solaris, Spang Blah, Starship, Thrust, Twll-Ddu, and Warhoon. Now I'm fairly sure of 
the status of most of those, but there are some I know nothing about. Are you able to 
define with certainty which are amateur and which not in all cases? And if not, how.would 
you find out? (One could of course ask the publisher - if one were certain the publisher 
wouldn't lie with a Hugo on the line, and with no one able to refute him.)

I continue to find this less of a problem than most people seem to. Just a few min
utes of looking up some things (plus my knowledge of the amateur status of many of these 
zines shows that I cannot find the status of only a few of those which you noted (Future 
Focus, PyroTechnics, & Solaris). Locus pays its staff. The amateur zines are: Diagonal 
Relationship, File 770, Holier Than Thou, Janus, Rune, Spang Blah, Twll Ddu, Warhoon. 
Fantasy Newsletter pays l$-3$/word max., $10-$25 for interior art, $25 min. for covers. 
SF Chronicle pays If-Sf/word max. SF Review pays under $10 max. for art (I was unable 
to find his word rates). Starship pays lj-3<)/word max., over $25 for covers. Thrust pays 
1^-si max. per word, $10-$25 max. for interior art, $25 min. for covers. I would not be 
averse (and this is just my personal opinion) to to having queried editors (in the case 
where the concom was not certain) file a statement saying whether or not they paid con
tributors /staff . If they lie to the concom (saying that they do not pay when they, tn 
fact, actually do pay) they will eventually be pilloried by much of fandom when the word 
gets out. And, unless their payments were quite generous, an unhappy contributor who 
felt that he had not been paid enough (or was otherwise disenchanted with that editor) 
would find other fans willing to help besmirch the name of the offending editor.

But disregard all this, and suppose you can make the distinction between amateur and 
professional (though the sports people have been wrangling over this for a century with
out a satisfactory resolution). Consider the practicalities. What would be nominated in 
the ''’Amateur Fanzine" category? The fact is that the great majority.of Worldcon members 
know little about the field, and. simply aren't qualified to vote in it. And if you think 
that would keep them from doing so anyway, I think you're misjudging human nature. They 

would nominate whatever they might think was a fanzine; on the 
final ballot they would vote for any name they might happen 

to have heard of (and I think that several Fan Writer
winners got it mainly because their names were 

known from professional work). But Paul
Skelton has said all that needs to be said 

on this point. You answer him by say
ing that "fanzine fans are usually

Worldcon members." Well, let's see: 
of 52 contributors you list on pp.

•'ycA’

66-67, only 27 were Noreascon 
bers• presumably even fewer 
ted on the Hugos, and fewer 
nominated. (Come to think

mem- 
vo- 
still 
of

it, Marty, you weren’t a 
member). /*/ I was too broke 
at the time. /*/ That's a 
little unfair, since the 
lists are l^g years apart, but 
I can assure you that any 
such count would give much 
the same result. Many fan

zine fans simply do not vote 
on the Hugos - and the number 



is bound to get less, with the way the cost of supporting memberships has gone up in the 
last couple of years. On the other hand, most of the people who do vote on the Hugos 
votein the fan categories, whether they're qualified or not (1088 people voted for Best 
Fanzine in 1980, 850 in 1981; 318 and 26? people respectively nominated). As long as 
these facts are so, it's simply ridiculous to try honouring genuinely amateur zines with
in uhe framework of the Hugos; the results will be random at best. Revitalise the FAAn 
Awards or develop some other alternative system for qualified voters, but leave the Hugo 
voters to vote on the semi-prozines that they are qualified to Judge.

Even though I was wrong when I answered Paul Skelton by saying "fanzine fans are 
usually Worldcon members”3 I was less wrong than you seem to imply. Many of the fanzine 
fans who get HTT do not contribute to it - they get it by trade. This means that they 
are listed in the address section of HTT. And there are many fanzine fans who do not get 
HTTj my print run, after all, is not unlimited. * I agree with you that that few fan
zine fans nominate and vote on the Fanzine Hugo. My interpretation of that, though3 
differs from your apparent one. I think that many fanzine fans feel that their vote is 
wasted in this category as the semi-prozines are going to win, anyway. I believe that 
gzving the category back to the amateurs will see an increase in both nominating and voting 
by fanzine fans. I am unwilling to give up "our" award without a struggle. * As for 
qualifications for voting (at least as it concerns knowledge of that upon which you are 
voting) all that I can say is that it is probably not too much worse in the fan categories 
than it is in the professional categories - or, for that matter, look at the result of the 
last national elections where 51% of the American electorate proved their incompetency in 
voting by helping elect Ronald Reagan!

Oops, I left out one of the technicalities above: (5) The Fan Writer and Fan Artist 
categories now refer to "publication in magazines of the type defined in Section 10 above"; 
you'll have to to specify whether this should refer to one or both of the new sections.

. deorge, you were one of the people whom I most wanted to comment upon my editorial 
(this because you authored the current section in the WSFS Constitution and because you 
have been quite close to the problem for many years, working (as you do) quite closely 
on WSFS Constitution matters. As you can see from my replies to you, I do not agree with 
all of your conclusions, however, your thoughtful letter (which may convince some people 
to vote against our proposals) was quite helpful in allowing me to clarify mu position to 
those who read HTT. I thank you.

Now let us hear from my co-conspirator.

*******»x«%*«**x**
* Waturally I,m extremely interested in the response to your editorial on K******^^**^ Qur mQtion> Since RTT of few remaining fannish genzines

(albeit a perverted sort thanks to ytxrr ideas of humour) it ought to 
have a readership willing to provide some feedback on what we're attempting to do. As we've 
admitted to each other, we'll probably get a lot of arguments against the motion from those 
who are more willing to complain about the inequities of the current system than attempt 
to buck the status quo but that's all to the good too since it will allow us to refine our 
own arguments and prepare our CHICON preparation. I think we've already thought of most 
of the arguments we can expect to receive but if someone comes up with something reasonable 
we ve overlooked I'd rather it be now in HTT than in Chicago at the Business Meeting. And 
the more publicity we can generate for the motion the more people we're likely to attract 
to the meeting it gets voted on at. (The wording I still object to, by the way, is the 
also from "or must also derive a substantial..." It's unnecessary and even contrary to 

°f the motlon' 1 do h°Pe you'll take it out of the wording that goes to the 
CHICON people, leaving just "or must derive a substantial...")
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THOSL UMO W\SH TO COMPLAI/O 

P60JT -Vk ABOVfe PUN ARC RfcSP&TRJUj'
MtCT£> TO SLOW IT OUT ot -the

O\lv\Cfc c& TH&P- a-tOiCfc. n, 
_____ ___ -the.

Mike., it has been awhile since I 
typed the editorial in HIT #12 - I 

do not remember whether that ’’also" 
was an inadvertant error on my part 
or something that I thought should 
be there. Whatever3 I agree with 
you that it does not belong there.

In one way I was quite surprised by 
the responses that I received: 
nobody passionately supported the 
positions that., as I wrote in the 
editorial,, are not viable alterna
tives to our proposal. Not to says 
though3 that they will not be vocal 
at the business meeting. Honesty 
compels me to say that George Flynn 
has made a good case for the present 
wording. Even though the present 
wording perpetuates a very unfair 
situation and I am entirely uncon
vinced that it should be changed.
I am still convinced that our pro
posal is basically sound AND fair. 
Ana I belive that we got the fine 
tuning that we wanted - I will be 
sending you early copies of this 
along with my recommendations for 
minor changes.

I want to thank all of the 
loccers who responded on this issue. 
I must say that this part of the 
Monster is the most difficult Mon- 
that I have ever edited. The gra
vity of the topic has kept my re
sponses very restrained. Onwards.

kk-w«-x*x»xs-x-*»*
* KEVIN SMITH * The fucking immense randy ginger tomcat, let me tell you, ever since !,How 
*«-»**X'»*«*»»*** To write Like Joseph Nicholas" first appeared in DOT 9, June 1980, which 

caused young Joseph to complain in terms both emotive and stridently re
petitive (thus engendering enormous tedium in the minds of his readers) that, although 
he may, all things considered, once upon a time have written in the style parodied, he 
has since totally changed it, and therefore HTWLJN, if it ever had a point at all, is now 
no more than a pointless page-filler (thus disregarding utterly the fact that HTWLJN 
appeared barely three months after Joe's ora "From The Underworld" was published in issue 
5 of the remarkably good though horribly infrequent DRILKJIS, which piece was most cer
tainly in his 'old style', and before any of his 'new style' writing had appeared, and dis
regarding also the fact that I personally never claimed that it had a point, preferring in
stead merely to present it to fans, in whom it evidently and spontaneously struck a chord, 
for their delight and edification, so that I have no need, and indeed no desire, to deny 
the reality of his 'new style') which should in consequence be cast into the outer dark
ness never more to sully the fair consciousness of fandom, has continued to sit on the mat.

I find this truly remarkable. Don't you?

Definitive.
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**«««*»****»*«% 
■■■• LEE HOFFMAN * This is shaping up to be a 
•»****«*«**#*«%« -weird day. Normally, nothing

ever happens around here.
But today, I started by oversleeping so ■ \
long that I was beginning to wonder if I 
would ever wake up. Eventually I did, to T \
discover my programmable scanner had lost f\J~
two frequencies from its memory during the \ THE
night. Mysteriously, since the current had \ pp IS to
NOT been off. I reprogrammed and got to my \ _
daily routine when a neighbour of my parents J i ,w
whom I particularly dislike dropped by. I spoke |
briefly to her on my doorstep and got rid of her \ i-
Just in time to answer the phone. C* j u.

It was the Lupoffs calling. Seems they’re in |
Florida, not many miles from here, and wanted to \/
get together. But before we could make any arrange
ments, the phone company cut us off and kept my kvOv. ?
phone out of service so long I think they gave up £
trying to call back. And, of course, I have no idea w j
where I can reach them. Double foosh! MAW

But before I could get back to the typewriter, a X \ ?
Dept, of Agriculture truck pulled into my driveway. /jrf \
When I asked myself what they could want with me, the / gf \
answer seemed obvious. They had come to condemn my / )
vegetable garden. But it turned out I was wrong. They / )
wanted to hang a Medfly trap in my loquat tree. Okay.
They can hang what/whoever they want in it as far as I’m 
concerned.

So while I was standing there talking to them, a strange 
RV pulled up and a strange person asked me how to find the 
home of someone I don't know. I gave them directions, came in and 
got my camera and took a picture of an India mustard plant in my yard, then came back in 
and started lunch.

Whilst eating I got food in my shoe. One of the ones I was wearing at the time. 
And capping it all off, HOLIER THAR THOU XII arrived in the mail. 
Now my typewriter has taken to resetting the tab by itself. (Before I started this 

letter, it seems to have reset the margins.)
Perhaps this all has to do with the fierce winds that are blowing today. But they 

are South by South West and I think under those circumstances I should be able to tell a 
hawk from a handsaw.

But your day seems like such a normal setting into which HIT should drop.

**»***«**#*»«*»*#
* DON D’AMMASSA * Joseph Nicholas is correct, I submit, in categorising your restrictive 
*»»»«*«****»^hhhg definition of SF as provincial (though he doesn't use that particular

term). He is probably wrong, however, in ascribing this to some jingo
istic nationalism. Obviously I think your literary horizons are too narrow (particularly 
for someone who claims to be a fan of the field with wider horizons than any other and all 
that crap), but I would personally attribute this to a lack of 1 iterary sophistication. 
This is not, I should point out, a putdown, although I suspect you'll consider it such. 
There is absolutely no reason why you should feel obligated to read or like literature that 
doesn't satisfy your needs or desires. My only objection is that I don’t see why you want 
to close down Howard Johnsons because I don't like to eat at McDonalds.
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Lack of literary sophistication, oh yeah. In the mid 50 ’s I rewrote T.S. Eliot’s 
The Wasteland as a play and had it under consideration for a television production (I 
forget the name of the show - I think that it was the only quality nationwide TV programme 
at the time). In the late 50’s and early 60’s I published poetry in many of the "little 
magazines" of that period. Lack of literary sophistication, oh yeah. I firmly believe 
that people should read whatever they want to read. That to which I object is the mis
labeling of many non-SF things as SF. Enjoy them if you wish, just do not call them SF 
is all that I ask. Er3 I do believe that the above came out much harsher than it is 
meant to be.

On another matter, Nicholas may be right that NEW WORLDS in its experimental but 
terminal days did cause the liberalisation of publishing in England that made it possible 
for Richard Cowper and Christopher Priest to be published. Somehow, though, I doubt it. 
Aldiss was already waxing literary, and the writers he cites - as well as the even more 
intellectual Ian Watson - were certainly marketable before Moorcock’s reign.

Darrell Schweitzer's observations were also interesting, particularly as I recently 
went back and re-read everything I could find by Ballard, including the condensed novels, 
LOW FLYING AIRCRAFT, etc. I was amused that he cited "The Drowned Giant" as a real story, 
with "content", since this was a favourite target of the anti-New Wave people when it first 
appeared. By almost any definition I've heard, it certainly is not a story. Amongst other 
things, there is no true conflict. And lest the wrong impression be left here, I consider 
the piece a "story", and certainly the best thing Ballard ever wrote, one of the handful 
of true masterpieces the field has yet produced. And I don't like the condensed novels. 
Darrell should locate a copy of HIGH RISE-, Popular Library released it in softcover. 
It is a totally coherent narrative novel, marginally SF, and quite excellent.

I think Darrell overstresses the importance of the large number of totally forgettable 
pieces that appeared during the latter days of NEW WORLDS. It was indded a revolution, 
and every revolution includes a large number of excesses. But as you yourself say later, 
Marty, the New Wave is not dead; it has become part of the establishment, culled of its 
extremists. You cannot put the djinn back in the bottle and you will just have to learn 
to live with it, or read around it. I'm not really concerned that you and others of your 
outlook can change the course of SF publishing. Obviously the nature of the field has 
changed because what used to sell doesn't any more.

On that last I must disagree with you. The Old Wave type of Science Fiction as ex
emplified by the stories of Poul Anderson, Larry Niven, A. Bertram Chandler et al are 
still selling quite well, thank you. And this is what people of my outlook like to read. 
At least, that is, when we are reading Science Fiction.

*******************
* ROBERT WHITAKER * Since you have a tremendous backlog of stuff, I've decided not to 
******************* write a letter to you.

It was nice not hearing from you.

***************
* ANN NICHOLS * I wasted some money today reading parts of HTT #12 over the phone to a 
*************** tasteless friend in Pennsylvania (as well as her friend who was listening 

on the extension). I had to pause frequently to allow the laughter to 
die down so the next part could be heard.

Shhh! Some people in fandom seem to think that there is little humour in HTT - one 
must be careful not to disallusion them.
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*%%%%*%%**%■%%*

* STEVEN FOX * I do hope that you are able to pub this letter. I think it is very im
portant that the audience of HTT get the point of view of a black fan 
on this subject.

Well, I found Olivia Jasen's letter to be a joke itself. Now I could call Miss 
Jasen an asshole. Why? Because she told an ethnic joke? Nooooo. Because she comes 
irom a "liberated1' college town? No. Because she is an SF fan who tells rank jokes? 
No. Or because she’s an SF fan from a "liberated1’ college town who tells rank jokes . 
about blacks? Possibly yes. But I won't. I'm not that much of a shithead even to do
that. But I would like to know how someone can, while living in a liberated. town, asso
ciate with all the folks in the local SF club who love DEM BLACK JOKES?

Jokes like that, be they about blacks, blind people, women, crippled people, retarded
people, and so forth are for one purpose. They are made at the expense of others whose 
feelings must hurt so some ass with an ego problem can pump him or her self up.

It is often a bit more complicated than that. Often such jokes are told in a group 
as a method of affirmation (or reaffirmation) of the identity of the group3 the jokes 
acting as a societal bond.

I'm no fool. I, myself, tell black jokes, but to other blacks. These people in 
99$ of the cases like the jokes because the person telling it is part of their culture, 
or living predicament.

As you must now realise5 the same jokes can work the same way for entirely two 
different groups of people. Black jokes can be a tying bond for KKK type peoples bonding 
them in their common hatred of blacks at the same time the same jokes can be a tying
bond for blacks in their common problem of being black in a white culture. The jokes 
work this way when they are used within the common group" used outside of the group they 
are considered to be in bad taste. Also., KKK’ers, hearing about blacks telling these jokes 
amongst fellow blacks., would just consider this to be a reinforcement of their low opinion 
of blacks - whilst blacks., hearing about KKK’ers telling these jokes amongst themselves3 

you
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find confirmation of the bigotry of KKK'ers. There is a sort of convoluted irony in all 
of this.

What do you do? You read them for your SF <?lub and they get a real kick out of it 
HAR, HAR, HAR, HAR, HAR. - Look - If you're going to do ethnic jokes, stay within your own 
group and stop trying to debase a group of people you know little about - it s ignorant 
anc childish. Grow up. .

By the way, Miss Jasen - I have a girlfriend who is whzte. I showed her your letter. 
*She thinks you're an asshole.*

I think that Livy 's letter shows that there is more racial bigotry in the South 
than most Southern fans will admit exists there. I also think that Livy understands 
that this is so. You are dealing with Livy far too harshly; however, as a member of a 
minority group myself, I can understand how important it is to a member of a mz-norzty 
group to protect oneself from both real and perceived-as-real attacks.

**************
* IAN COVET .T, * I just saw HTT (issue #12) for the first time. Let me first say that it 
************** is about the funniest, and largest, fanzine that I've seen. Full of car

toons , and not only cartoons, but funny ones - at least, humour that appeals 
to my sense of it (l like gentle, literate, inventive madness that partakes of humanity 
whilst not denigrating it by sexism, racism, violence, or cruelty. Schweitzer treads the 
thin edge of it; but, like his fiction, just manages to stay from the brink).

It may surprise some of my readers, but it is the thin edge that Schweitzer treads is 
where I would like HTT to be. It is not easy to keep HTT there and I am not always . . 
successful at it. Anyway, maybe that is why I like Darrell's work so much - it typifies 
the very essense of HTT.

Much of your zine seems to echo the type of fan work I like by Bob Shaw, the extended 
involuted essay based on a presumptuous presumption, bolstered by uncontestable facts and 
making perfect sense - whilst simultaneously being quite hilarious. I haven't got that 
facility (I have wit but no development) and admire those who do. Jack Harness's use of 
extended pun is miraculous. _ .

Your reproduction is great ("Phew, want a cigarette to finish, dear? ) , clear, pre
cise, textured in the covers and cartoons and it succeeds in what you admit is your aim: 
to be argumentative and funny - which is, of course, the only way to be argumentative. 
Any other way ends in war.

U Mi U MM MM MM MM-M One issue only have you read and you understand 
more of my basic drive than do many of the other readers. Good show. Sorry that I could 
not print more of your delightful LoC.

**********************
* DARRELL SCHWEITZER * I always enjoy the exquisite putridity of HTT and am moved to con
********************** tribute to it. /*/ Please do so in the loo. /*/ Have you ever 

thought of using the slogan "The magazine of fannish putridity"?
Adrienne Fein could do a column sometime on erotic foods, as opposed to those used 

for masturbation. (I imagine the servant in the pantry was humping fresh loaves of bread). 
Some years ago I saw a classified ad in a local newspaper (called THE DAILY PLANET. No. 
kidding. I used to write for it.) for "phallic hard candies", known for short as "lolli- 
cocks". I don't know if this same firm also had a product called "yummicunts". If not, 
this is a case of blatant sexual discrimination. I must admit, though, that it's easier 
to mold something in the shape of the male apparatus than the female. There was someone 
at Hexacon this year selling cookies and candy of this design, and charging outrageous 
prices for it too.
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I quite like the fannish zodiac of Paul Skelton. But I would think that a fannish 
Virgo would be male, since there are probably more male virgins in fandom than female. 
In fact fandom may well be a game preserve set up by unseen forces to protect this en
dangered species. A fannish male virgin sould (stereotypically), be gangly, unkempt, 
buck-toothed, bespectacled, and wearing a calculator on his belt. Ten years ago he would 
have had a sliderule in his pocket, but that's progress.

And a stereotypical TWAGA would be carrying with him a pile of fanzines.

I thank you for launching my fanartist Hugo campaign.

Whilst it is too late for this year3 maybe we can get you some votes for next year. 
Anything in the name of putridity.

*«***«*«»*%*»***
* LESLIE DAVID * I never know where Adrienne gets her recipes, but I think she’d be just
»****%*»**»«**«* -the person to put in charge of the Army's dining facility system. We’d

either have very kinky food or very kinky people - either way we'd pro
bably cut down the number of complaints. Actually, Adrienne’s column reminds me of a 
party I went to, where reading Penthouse's Forum column was part of the entertainment. 
One issue had a story where a man fucked the stuffing out of his Sunday chicken dinner, 
and another had a guy shove a cooked hot dog up his ass and then do the old contortionist 
trick to have his hot dog and suck it too. I've always wondered what kind of person could 
bang out stories like that on a typewriter.

I liked your cat cartoon. My cat also liked it: I had to keep pushing her off HTT, 
which is her favourite thing to sit on.

That sort of figures. As long as she doesn't masturbate on or with it.



«***x-xw*«*«
* BOB LEE * ARGHHH’SHREIK!!

BARFF!!! There I 
was, thinking I'd 

found a sympathetic soul in 
unicorn-loathing, and you turn 
around and run, twice in a row, 
phallic-skulled hoofers on your 
covers. I hope the caterpillar 
in JHW's got to use the freak 
horse’s hide as a cocoon.

It just goes to show you 
what happens when a faned gives 
a cover artist freedom of ex
pression.

You thought my cooked rat 
recipe was something? Wait 'till 
you see the one I have in mind 
for unicorns ----  stir-fried,
with nuts and oysters. To try 
it out first, though, I have to 
amhush one, and for that I have 
to find a virgin chick to tie 
spreadeagled for bait. Do you 
know how hard it is to find a 
virgin chick in coastal Southern 
California?

* JUDITH HANNA * Joseph (Nico- 
*««***»**«»*«*«* las) would like

a break from 
malting waves so he's letting me 
write back ("You vill write", he 
murmurs gently, brandishing his 
stockwhip), so on with all that 
high-falutin' "Art for Art’s sake" 
debate so antithetical to the 
spirit-of-Fandom-and-all-it- 
stands-for. How amusing to see 
so deadly-serious much of that 
sort of thing defacing the pages 
of such a determinedly and 
grossly frivolous a zine as yours- 
is that why you include it?

Well, that is one reason.

The phrase "Art for Art’s sake" gets a lot of play in HTTXII — two whole mentions. 
Its second and minor appearance is in Donna Miller’s letter, in which she turns her back 
on it in favour of apple pie — a tasty enough food but by itself hardly malting for 
balanced nutrition. To exploit further her charmingly superficial analogy: just as it 
is desirable both for practical dietary reasons and to prevent boredom with too much of 
the same flavour for meals to consist of more than just apples and pie-crust, with or with
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out various fancy trimmings, so it is not a good thing for the composition of all writing 
to be restricted to the same ingredients cooked up in the same proportions. But all too 
much SF is just like apple-pie: nice wholesome all-round American, constructed out of the 
same mix of the same ingredients, and though occasionally tasty as a dessert, on its own 
quite inadequate as intellectual fodder. What a fruitful analogy Donna has concocted! But 
I can't agree with her that the plot is the "apples" of the story — oh no, the plot is . 
what gives shape and structure to the story, just as the crust does to the pie. My com
plaint is that too many stories are all crust, all plot, without any of that mushy, amor
phous and ever so essential "apple" mixture which consists of such elusive qualities as 
characterisation and social or philosophical relevance which together make for that gen
eral tastiness called style. Note that style is not an optional extra ingredient but 
the total flavour all the rest adds up to. A story written without style is one entirely 
lacking in character — mere pap, however rigid the plot which structures it. So much for 
cooking up that metaphor.

Makes me wish that Adrienne had gotten her cooking column to me in time for inclusion 
in this issue.

Now on to Darrell Schweitzer who tries to define "Art for Art's sake" as the opposite 
to the "Protestant Work Ethic" variety of literature (which is fair enough) and therefore 
as art (or rather, literature) which must deny itself any consideration of social awareness 
or comment. Not so. Social commentary is very much an intrinsic purpose of Art and in
deed, it is impossible for any work of art not to reflect in some way upon the socio-cul
tural matrix in which it was produced. The salient difference between the two ideal types 
of Art which Schweitzer sets up is that the Protestant Work Ethic variety, like any other 
capitalistic venture, has the primary aim of achieving a success which is synonymous with 
lots of money and thus boils down to meeting the demands of the market-place, and what the 
market-place wants tends to be promulgation of the
comfortable old cliches and received stereotypes which in no way challenge the Establish
ment goals, values or assumptions. What "Art for Art's sake" rejects is this 'social 
responsibility' towards the status quo, rather it aims to be revolutionary, iconoclastic 
and therefore shocking, or at the very least to induce some questioning of the convention
al cliches and stereotypes — like, for instance, neato plotting and slick happy endings — 
which society as market has come to expect from its art. All of which puts New Wave firmly 
in the "Art for Art's sake" camp, despite Darrell's protestations to the contrary.

The pit of it that just as, over time, established attitudes gradually alter to 
accomodate new conditions, so each New Wave and revolution which rears up its angry head 
grows old and either achieves the success of becoming the smugly complacent cliche and hoary 
old stereotype which is itself attacked by yet another newer New Wave or (perhaps more 
frequently) fails in its assault and dies unnoticed, its only traces occasional footnotes 
in ponderous academic tomes.

Because any art, including literature, is a reflection of and a product of its con
temporary social context, any argument about Art is not merely about aesthetics but is 
necessarily a parade of a range of contemporary attitudes propped up with appropriate 
rationalisations — no person speaks purely as an individual but always as a product of 
their time and place (which leads to yet another strand of the argument...). It is inter
esting that the New Wave succeeded, in both Britain and America, in engendering an increas
ing cross-fertilisation of SF and mainstream literature despite shocked rejection from 
the majority of fans and readers who continued to prefer the formula pap; .on which their 
stereotypes of self-identity are based. SF's ghetto status remains as a cliche still en
trenched in the minds of publishers and fans. Ironically, it's not only literature that's 
moving in on the pulp futuristic trappings, for out in the real world advertising, rock, 
TV and film, all the commercialistic purveyors of culture to the masses are looting SF so 
that the worst of pulp bids fair to become the dominant metaphor in the contemporary self
image. Yes, life itself — that shameless imitator of Art — whilst retaining all its 
Dickensian and Austenian overtones is becoming science fiction — but an SF devoid of neat
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plot and with no sign of leading to a happy
ending and thus casting itself as New Wave. 
P.S. - enjoyed the rest of the zine, too.

Judith also promised to support me 
for DUFF in '85 if I give up smoking. I 
wonder if a promise to not puff in her 
direction will satisfy her.

Wff Bearing in mind Kipling3 
methinks the lady asks too much.

* JOSEPH NICHOLAS * I don't mind having 
my thoughts sand
wiched between whatever 

Glyer and Schweitzer have to say, really; 
if nothing else I can console myself with 
the idea that I’m thus a rose trapped by 
two thorns I It will be particulary inter
esting to see what those who read my piece 
after they've read Glyer's attack on me 
have to say in response to it — will they, 

I wonder, claim that I'm demonstrating the 
same confused thinking and writing that he’ll 

doubtless be suggesting he's found in my BABU 
10 piece and thus absolve themselves from 

having to deal with the issues I'm raising? If 
so, it will be yet more evidence for my theory 

that people don't so much think about what they're
reading and make the effort to follow the logic

of the arguments with which they’re confronted as de
rive their ideas of what they think it's all about 

from prejudice, pre-set expectations and the insides
of their own heads....

To clear up some confusion I should point out that the 
above from Joseph is gust one paragraph from one of his 

letters to me - we carry on a sporadic correspondence. 
In my previous letter to him I had mentioned my HTT #12 

layout plans.

* STEVE TYMON * I note that many personages discovered my purpose in writing "The Case 
of the Machine Revolution": to wit, I was being silly. I enjoyed the 
egoboo from such wondrous comments as "My pet cockroach can write better 

than this Tymon guy" and "I was running low on toilet paper, but luckily I happened to 
have a copy of 'The Case of the Machine Revolution'" & etc. Silliness aside, I muchly 
appreciate Harry Warner's letter, and yes, he's got me on point: I do indeed enjoy much 
of the old radio humour. Much of the humour from that time was far more polished than what 
passes for humour today.

I just got a copy of Tom Dunn's THE PIPE SMOKER'S EPHEMERIS (it arrived in the mail 
with the numerous death threats resulting from publication of "The Machine Revolution") 
and I note your letter in the same, right there above Harlan. A most interesting pub
lication.
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* DENNIS i^'ASARO * First thing, I would like to congratulate you. At the bottom of pg. 
l|0, HTT #11, it appears that I am being insulted, but for the life 
of me figure out how. Very impressive.

Always happy to obliges sirrah.

Well, I have something serious to say about the TWAGA problem. I’m not sure it’s 
a problem, exactly.

Hah! (

Guys who get laid a lot (I have met three astonishing examples) are probably merely 
unwaveringly convinced that that is what they want, and unabashed about asking for it. 
Also unconcerned with rejection and unembarrassed at getting their faces slapped.

The thing I see, though, is that for such people sex can be a short-circuit for the 
emotions. As long as they are getting a piece of ass, they are, for the moment, occupied 
and happy. If they can get laid continuously, they are always occupied and happy. As 
far as it goes. They keep short-circuiting themselves away from facing those greater 
depths of loneliness where people need to know each other and be close. (As all of us 
surely have found by now, sex is not necessarily an act of closeness.)

If we aren’t getting much (WAFM?), our psyches may be telling us that our hearts 
aren’t in it. Or, rather, that our hearts would very much like to be in it, along with 
our more-highly-advertised cocks; that scoring isn’t just what we are aiming at, but 
acceptance of the inner self, the scared self, the lonely self, the warm self — call 
it "love".

Best we make friends with women, and sex will follow.

The trouble that many of us TWAGAes have is that we have lots of women friends. It 
doesn rt seem to go any farther than that.

* BRAD W. FOSTER * The "cooking" column just goes to show my mind isn’t quite ripped 
a*****##®******#*# enough. When I read the passage about "a man’servant sleeping in the 

pantry, the fertile source of much immorality", I first thought that had 
something to do with the access of the man-servant to the female servants’ quarters off the 
kitchen. Guess I'm just a run-of-the-mill pervo. A few more of Adrienne’s columns should 
cure that, though. /

I believe that your corment will 
make Adrienne 's day ddd

« OWN K. LAURION *

I have read it with

Having 
received
HTT-XII, 

the usual
mixture of revulsion and en
joyment. You have a way of 
coming up with what I could 
call tasteful putridity. It 
must take a special kind of 
genius to make that paradox 
work, especially for a dozen 
issues so far, and still 
counting.



********************
* BRIAN EARL BROWN * Enjoyed Mike Glyer’s fanzine reviews. His disection of Joseph 
»■»««*«•**»*********** Nicholas was a masterpiece of analysis and perception. Not that 

Joseph will let a little thing like that stand in his way. I do 
have to disagree with Mike about Gil Gaier. Gary Deindorfer's comment about Gaier, whilst 
cruel, hits upon a truth about Gaier that is clearly there. This artfully concealed, 
tell-me-more persona is readily noticed in his apazine writing.

a***************
* GEORGE FLYNN * In response to Jim Meadows's remarks, you say "The point ... is that SF 
«s**«*w******s*» fandom, our hobby, is print and reading oriented." The trouble is that 

the name "SF fandom" doesn't indicate that, and someone who's a fan of 
media SF has no reason to think that he wouldn't belong at a "science fiction convention". 
There are more of them than there are of us, and they also tend to be more visible than 
we are, so they can come to a con and only meet each other, without even realising that 
we're there, much less that we may resent their presence. Trying to reject them once 
they're there just makes things unpleasant all 'round (and doesn't give them value for » 
their money). The obvious answer would seem to be to keep them from finding out about us, 
but that's easier said than done. Just how people find out about cons is a murky subject, 
but a lot of it seems to be pure word-of-mouth. And, of course, once some of them hear 
about it they can spread the word through their channels of communication - which we don't 
read, just as they don't read ours. You can put appropriate cautions in all your publici
ty, but in a lot of cases it won't get passed on. I must admit that ThomDigby's idea of a 
parallel con in a deparate hotel is interesting; but as I told him when he suggested it in 
Denver, this has problems for those of the "traditional" fans who are busy running the 
main con. (Also it probably wouldn't be workable for anything less than a Worldcon.) 
And having cons intended only for fanzine fans, as Donald Franson suggests, has been tried 
(notably Autoclave), but most of them won’t come. So what is one to do? Damned if I know; 
maybe we should try Sandra's exorcism....

I must protest Darrell's illo on pg. 51: I can put up with ethnic jokes, sick humour, 
etc., etc., but I draw the line at ungrammatical French! "Mon cherie" indeed.

French has grammar? That is news. I means they have yet to learn that real food is 
now available and they do not have to use their wonderful sauces on top of the inedible 
stuff that they place in their mouths - so why should they with grammar bother?

If I were running a parallel con for fanzine fans at a Worldcon I would not worry 
overmuch about the fanzine fans running the main con. At most of the recent Worldcons 
there seemed to be precious little knowledge of fanzine fandom in the Concom, betokening 
few if any fanzine fans on those coneoms.

a*******************
* BERNADETTE BOSKY * On the discussion of Canada & America: as a friend of mine from 
»»***»****«**»*»**«•* Canada once said, "Well, the Canadians resent you Americans because 

they feel you own Canada. And you do. Which is a good thing, be
cause otherwise Canada would be just like Mexico. Only cold."

I really like the idea of Darrell Schweitzer for best fanartist Hugo. Let us not 
probe into the reasons festering in the most unhallowed regions of my brain why I like the 
idea, but I do.

»»*«•*«■»********«»**«*
* HARRY WARNER, JR. * Paul Skelton's text and illustrations should be an instant qualifier 
*k**s*x**»»**»«»*»«** for inclusion in any anthology of the best fanzine faterial of 1982 

that anyone might decide to produce. I can't think of any new 
fanzine material in years that has caught so perfectly the spirit and quality of the sort 
of humour that was dominant in England and in Ireland during the late 1950s and early 
1960s. I feel heretical for even conceiving the thought, but I just can't imagine ATom
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himself doing a more superb job with this basic idea, and the idea itself is worthy of the 
features that he and the Willises, Berrys and Clarkes of that era were achieving. I’m 
particularly anxious to learn if other Holier Than Thou loccers share my extremely high 
opinion of what Skel achieved, because there is always the remote danger that I might be 
subtly prejudiced in his favour by the fact that I was born on Dec. 19- That puts me under 
Canis Minor and it would be hard to find fault with this item after reading how fans born 
under this sign are witty, intelligent, charming, suave and debonair’. All that’s lack
ing is rich, but if that were included in the list, I'd start to doubt my birthdate.

In my weakened condition I certainly have no intention or ability to plunge with a 
howl of hostile glee into the latest outbreak of the Joseph Nicholas issue. (According to 
my calculations, Nicholas has now risen to second place in the ranking of controversial 
fans about whom the most ink has been spilled in fanzines, as a result of moving ahead of 
Donald A. Wollheim but still remaining a considerable distance behind Claude Degler.) 
All I intend to say on the topic is sort of twofold. I’m very happy to find Joseph re
fraining in this long letter from the hyperbolic profusion of sweearwords and insult words 
which dominated in most of the things he was writing earlier. And it's interesting to find 
his letter pretty much on an even keel from beginning to end instead of following his old 
pattern of becoming increasingly violent and wild as he continued, as if the writer were 
becoming ever more excited and out of control by the continued flow of his own words.

**************
* BEN INDICK * Marty, I am shocked at your veritably naked desire to win a Fanzine Hugo! 
************** por you, "naked" is au naturel, but such a trivial ambition is unlike you.

HTT should exist only for its own light-hearted self, to supply a podium for 
the exhibiting of the numerous talents of my dear old buddy Darrell Schweitzer, to provide 
space for the curmudgeonly comments, useless and preposterous as they may be, of that 
misogynistic twerp from the wrong Pimlico, and to remind those of us freezing back East 
that a warm and golden land exists out West! (When it's not muddy and quaky.)

Now, now, Ben - naked desires are quite proper in HTT. And, as a Hugo nomination is 
possibly likely something that dust might help me bed down some curvaceous wench (though, 
probably not), what is more natural than me wanting HTT to have HTT get a Hugo nomination?

What is Farkash talking about? I scored zero! My children, I feel certain, were 
brought by the stork!

***************
* ROY TACKETT * The War of the Waves. Who cares? There is nothing that says we have to 
*************** read everything that is published as science fiction...and I think you will 

agree that much of what is being pubbed as stf these days isn't. When the 
alleged New Wave first began to break upon the shore I looked into it, decided that it 
wasn't the sort of thing in which I had any interest, and generally avoided stories by 
such as Ballard and Moorcock and Disch. They may be good writing and they may be good 
stories for all I know but they don't appeal to me and so I don't bother with them. After 
all it is my time and my money and if the storyteller doesn't capture my interest and 
amuse me then I'm not going to leave a coin in his bowl. Self-proclaimed literary critics 
can argue all they want to...I don't have to listen to them either.

****************
* TERRY JEEVES * Many thanks for the Gi-normous issue of HTT12..and the nifty cover. I 
**************** had a uttle bet on that (with myself) as I often do with certain illos.

I was right..at the risk of getting further involved in the "Some wimmen 
is more different than others" argument, the bet was that the cover had been drawn by a 
woman. I hasten to add that I am NOT denigrating it in any way (gosh, such big words and 
here it's only Thursday) but for reasons which I find it hard to list, a drawing by a woman, 
can often be identified from that done by a man. In many cases it is the face that gives
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the game away. Don't ask me why, but when a man draws a man..result, a man. When he draws 
a woman..the illo is of a woman. But when a woman draws either, she manages to inject a 
certain femininity to the features. (I just tried it on the bacover, and dagnab it., right 
again (by a man).

Ghastly heading illo on page 18 for Mike Farkash's piece, but it matched the article. 
Although meant to be funny, it was simply laboured and completely missed the mark. Bet 
Willis or Shaw could have done a darned sight better job. By contrast, "The Legend of Blitz 
Knutson" was far better. And I really enjoyed Mike Glyer's fmz reviews, possibly the 
best thing in the issue.

::■««*»«»»»******»»*
* JOHN A. PURCELL * Did you hear about the Norwegian who moved from Minneapolis to St. 
x-****»«»»***«****** Paul and raised the IQ's of both cities? Even though I can laugh 

at jokes such as this, I still find them degrading, and can under
stand why some folks respond so violently in the negative. Fact is, I like to laugh 
and enjoy life, so when I tell these jokes I mean no harm to anyone. As one of your readers 
said lastish (I think), and I paraphrase cos I'm too lazy to look it up, -We use these jokes 
to laugh at prejudices, not to laugh at people". I think that is quite true; maybe not 
entirely, but it's a part of the release of laughter.

Please note my comment to Steven Fox on this subject. But you are correct, partially, 
in that I use these jokes in HTT to laugh at prejudices. There is also the fact that I 
like grossness just for the sake of grossness. To be perfectly honest, I am not certain 
just which proportion of which it is when I use one of these jokes in here.

I loved the Farkash-Binet Test. How'd you do, Marty? /*/ I am too insecure to take 
the test. /*/ I won’t tell you what I got (though it wasn't an impressive score). * 
Skel's Fannish Zodiac was a chuckle. I never knew I was a Surrey Limpwrist. Remind me 
sometime to hit Skel's fist with my face. * Harness is a looney. I suggest that you chain 
him to a typewriter in hopes that someday he may make some sense.

Actually, I would like to chain him to a typewriter and then pub his entire output. 
Were Jack more prolific he could very well get known as one of fandom's premier humourists. 
At the moment he is ... well, we shall see his current contribution to fannish putridity 
is available for my next issue.

**»*««»*****«****%
* MIKE GLICKSOHN * Whenever I get through reading an issue of HTT I feel the way I imagine 
«*«******:***>Ht***% a pig might feel after being out hunting truffles for a few hours. As 

always, there's a nugget or two scattered amonst the crud (although 
there's mushroom for improvement still) and one cannot help but wonder at the disimilari
ties in personal taste that allow a man like you to produce an HTT for a man like me who 
finds so much of it a total waste and yet we're co-writing a motion that reflects our 
common love of and concern for fanzine fandom. It's a damn good thing there's lots of 
tolerance in fandom so that you can publish what you like and I can tell you its awful and 
we can still be friends.

Without this tolerance that pervades most of fandom there is no way that I would 
ever publish a zine such as HTT. Without this tolerance I doubt that I would even want 
to be in fandom.

I frequently agree with those who fail to find much that is humourous in the material 
you present in that category (l guess I read parts of Brian Earl Brown's copy too) but at 
least I can rely on Skel to live up to your description. His introduction is a gem and 
the idea behind the article itself is amusing. It's also something of a first for me to 
be immortalised as a constellation and to appear as a warning for another sign. I think
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I’ll heed this obvious warning and reread some of my favourite astrological pornographic 
sf: The Stars Like Lust" and ’’The Stars My Masturbation" for example.

I would like to report that Skel was amongst those whom I nominated for the Best 
Fan Writer. I convinced the LASFS to do likewise on the club ballot.

Much enjoyed Mike Glyer's column (although I disagree with your suggestion that it 
demonstrates why he receives Fanwriter nominations: if anything, it shows how contagious 
Nicholasitis can be since it contains some of the worst actual writing I’ve seen from 
Mike in some time. A clear case of content affecting' form) which translates at least in 
part as I agree with most of what he says". I’ve been saying for some time now that 
reacting to Joseph’s deliberate attempts to stir up controversy is only going to encourage 
him to continue and that if we ignore him he’ll either go away (which would be a loss to 
fandom.but a welcome one) or channel his considerable abilities into actually being the 
significant fannish force you seem to think he already is. I’m glad to see others sugges
ting this too even though Mike then goes on to respond to things Joseph has said thereby 
ignoring his own advice.

I also agree with Mike’s suggestion that we recall that there is ample room within 
fanzine fandom for a great variety of writing, something some of us do seem to have for
gotten of late. I happen to prefer the sort of fannish writing that appears in PONG and 
other fanzines of that sort or in the many fine English fanzines (which no longer seem 
to be appearing unfortunately) but that doesn’t blind me to the existence of other areas 
of writing that are deserving of praise.

I can go along with some of what Jim Meadows says and yet basically I agree with 
you too. I don’t think the two of you are all that far apart except perhaps in some ter
minology. It is silly for fanzine fans to think of themselves as being Fandom with a capi
tal F. Fanzine fandom has been but a small part of sf fandom for decades and it would be 
foolish to claim or think otherwise. And yet I agree with you, Marty, that sf fandom it
self has every right to fight to protect its essential identity from being ^swamped by 
outsiders who barely share our interests. We don’t have the right to deny them their own 
pleasures but neither do they have the right to insist we change our ways ' 
to accomodate them. The best solution would be for media, fans to 
form their own fandom with their own cons and awards and tradi
tions and for the rest of us to preserve fandom as we think 
of it even if it means taking a back seat in terms of 
numbers. I've long thought cons should refuse to cater 
to fringe fans, be they Star Trek, Star Wars, comics 
fans, SCA or costume freaks, and I still believe 
this to be the only sensible way of approaching 
the problem. Part of the difficulty, of course, 
is that some concoms don't see it as a "problem" 
at all but look on masses of fringe fans as po
tential revenue. Our choices would seem to 
be either to run our own cons (the first few 
AUTOCLAVES were fanzine oriented cons and at 
least the first two were highly successful) 
or to accept the inevitable if we go to 
cons run by others who don’t share our views 
and do the best we can to enjoy that con- 
within-a-con atmosphere which has been a 
part of my fandom for over a decade.

We can take back part of our fandom 
by letting concoms know our needs and de 
sires; in fact* that we EXIST.
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Obviously the matter of self-censorship isn't one anyone else can give you input on. 
We can tell you what we would do but self-censorship evidently comes from within. If you 
want my own personal reactions to what you do in HTT I'm happy to give it: I think it's 
a shame someone I liked as much as I liked you in person has such a fetish for displaying 
a complete lack of discrimination when it comes to material published in his fanzine. 
Much of what you use I certainly would never publish and I'm baffled by the apparent 
pleasure you get from bragging about your lack of taste. I can find no redeeming features 
in much of what you print and I can't defend you or HTT when critics attack you as being 
tasteless, chaotic and frequently cruddy. All I can do is agree and add -Yeah, but 
Marty's really an okay guy and his heart's in the right place even if you can't tell it 
from his fanzine." That's why I take the time to loc a fanzine that most of the people 
whose opinions I respect consider a crudzine and a waste of time. Specifically, then, yes 
I'd censor ethnic jokes from my own fanzines because they aren't the sort of material I 
want to have associated with my name in print. This doesn't mean I won't laugh when I 
hear them or won't occasionally tell them myself but there are many things I'm willing to 
talk about that I won't put in print. And having said that, I of course grant you the 
absolute right to publish anything you want, as long as it's legal. I'll continue to pick 
out an item here or a letter there and comment on those, ignoring the majority of (to me) 
mediocre material.

My proper response to this paragraph is something that I was going to put up as an 
article after I finished this issue of HTT and my next zines for FAPA and LASFAPA. Un
fortunately, though, I have no time to fully prepare this article., so I will wing it as 
I go along. That which I would have written in the article bears directly to some of 
the things that you put into your paragraph. Specifically, an attitude of mind of some 
of those critics who put down HTT. Incidentally, this refers to only some of those critics, 
and I should point out that the nominations that I received for Best Fanzine last year 
shows that not everybody considers HTT a crudzine. I can respect a critic who cuts HTT 
because the zing is not doing what it is supposed to do; I have little sympathy for a 
critic who insists that HTT is not something which it was never intended to be.

Veil, then. Whilst I am just about old enough to have been a member of sixth fandom, 
I did not discover fandom until 1975. One result of this is that I do not put out the 
kind of zine that would have been put out by a sixth fandom person (pubbing either now or 
then). Whilst I have nothing against that kind of zine, it is just something that it 
would not be natural for me to publish. I have always been an independant sort and HTT 
reflects my iconoclasm.

. Mike Glyer recently made a (since retracted) claim that Ted White gave good fmz re
views only to his doper buddies. Glyer was off of the mark. From my admittedly not- 
fully-researched viewpoint, Ted gives good reviews only to those zines heavily influenced 
by sixth fandom (or at least to those zines which include a sixth fandom col
umnist. HTT is a fanzine of the late 1970’s and the 1980 's. I do not pretend that it is 
a zine that either copies sixth fandom zines nor is it a zine which is much influenced by 
s-xth fandom zines. After all, 7 was not in fandom during sixth fandom and my adulthood 
was influenced by things other than fandom. Many of the younger fans now beginning to put 
out zines are more influenced by sixth fandom than I was for the simple reason that they 
are starting nut there fannish careers much younger than I was when I first found fandom. 
I do not use a sixth fandom columnist for the simple reason that no sixth fandomite has 
offered me one and I have I have been receiving enough material from other sources so that 
I have not found it necessary to go out and find somebody from sixth fandom to contribute 
to HTT.

Also, and this is very blunt, I find that much of the current nostalgia for sixth 
fandom is couched in terms of -those were the good old days and nothing being produced 
nowadays (except for these zines which bow down to sixth fandom) are any good". To that 
I reply, BULLSHIT. That is something incestuous breeding upon itself, and it refuses to 
look to the good that is being produced now. Is HTT one of the good zines of the 80 's? 
That is something for a later fandom to finally judge. Certainly JTT is of the 80's.
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I certainly cannot accept the judgement of somebody whose total conception of zine 
goodness happens to be that of relating a 1380’s zine to how it kowtows to sixth fandom. 
That critic is just not being objective.

Wells H cannot be objective about HTT in toto; however., I know that a crudzine it 
is not. I can understand that some of the materiel that I run is bothersome to many 
people and retching to others. Wells HTT is not a zine for the tenderhearted - I know 
that many people do not like putridity. I object when that disliking of putridity leads 
to a critical attack based on other than objective merits and demerits. I do not object 
when critics pan HTT^ just let them not be blind attacks using as a base point the fact 
that HTT is not sixth fandom influenced.

Enough of this. This has not been an attack on sixth fandom nor on Ted White. It 
was just an observation that I felt that I had to make. If I have misread things I will 
be glad to have my errors pointed out. And I am certain that I will be corrected3 even 
if I am already correct. lour turn fdd Mike.

I’m afraid my research into 
the pop-up vagina remains classi
fied and will probably not be 
made public in my lifetime.
I can’t really regret this 
despite the many hours 
I devoted to the inves
tigation. If the 
information I un
covered were 
widely known 
the power 
women current
ly have over 
men by the 
myster
ious 
nature of 
their...

Dear Morty: 
This letter is 
over, to I am 
gafiating. Do 
not expect to hear 
from tod me again. 
I can say no more. 
won’t let todfc me.

to
to They

Yours for sobriety and dictated endings.

I ALSO HEARD FROM:
Bruce Townley wrote to say that he was sorry that he wasn’t able to get in touch 

with me when he visited out here. His missed connexion was his good luck. Charlie 
Belov said that there was not enough use of itotototo virgules in HTT 12. Donald Franson 
said that he was tempted to write me a LoC containing the word ’whilst" to see if I would 
change it to "while" - (or was that the other way around?). Mel. White wondered about 
the meaning of Down Under Fan Fund. Any dunce knows that that means DUFF. Gil Gaier 
DNQ’d me (gesundheit, Gil). Michaela Duncan reminded me that I gave her a copy of HTT 10 
at Denvention - she thinks it a great zine. Such a response should keep me from doing 
such foolish things again, but I probably will not. Gary Deindorfer wrote that a clean
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is a happy pool. He probably means that a clean zine is a happy zine and that HTT should 
probably be tossed into Bruce Pelz’ jaccusi. HArry Andruschak sent more complaints about 
the funding cuts at NASA and JPL; honestly, I cannot find anything funny in this.
Tom Dunn sent me a card telling me that "The Pipe Smoker ;s Ephemeris" would soon be out; 
I got his zine about a month after the card. It seems that he put my LoC just before a 
LoC from Harlan Ellison - we were in the Science Fiction section (even though neither of 
us was writing specifically about Science Fiction. Well, at least in Harlan’s case that 
is par for his course. // Has anybody noticed that I get a great charge in writing the 
IAHF section of HTT?
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PRO GOH

POUL ANDERSON

PAN GOH
MILT STEVENS

NOVEMBER 26 - 28, 1982

Sheraton Universal Hotel

Contact: LASFS
11513 Burbank Blvd.
North Hollywood, CA 91601

WEAPONS POLICY

Over the last couple of years the misuse of costume weaponry by a few individuals 
has led to some unfortunate incidents at several conventions around the country. A few 
of these incidents have almost ended in people getting hurt or killed. LOSCON does not 
wish to be known as the first convention where a person(s) was hurt or killed because 
someone did not know when or when not to bandy about their costume weaponry. It is 
because of this that we have regretfully decided to ban the wearing or exhibition of 
all real or costume weapons. The only exceptions to this ban will be for the use of 
weapons as a part of a masquerade costume or in the selling of weaponry in the hucksters 
room. A time and place will be established where convention members will be able to 
exhibit and show off their weapons for other convention members.

At all times when transporting any weaponry to and from these sanctioned events, 
we will have to insist that all weapons be placed in a container or bag. Holsters and 
other standard weapon carrying devices will be considered as part of a weapon and will 
have to be placed inside these containers or bags. Bags will be provided by the con
vention for the use of dealers for their merchandise.

We regret that anyone caught repeatedly or willfully violating the ban will have their 
membership revoked without a refund.

Again we regret having come to this decision, but we feel that a safe convention is 
preferable to one which has been marred by any incident(s) that may have led to the 
injury of any of the attendees. Just one unfortunate incident could turn a really good 
con into a miserable one. We hope you understand and will back us in this decision.

The Sheraton Universal Hotel is just a mile or so from my apartment. I hope to 
see many of you at LOSCON 9. I plan on holding a gourmet jelly bean party on Friday 
night at the con.
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